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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

Competition has long been a fundamental component of public school

band programs. Although the most visible forms of competition are contests

and festivals, auditions for elite groups or chair placement and challenges are

just as competitive in nature. In most cases, a beginning band student will

participate in his or her first contest by the end of the initial year of instruc-

tion. In addition, they will probably have been placed in chair order by

section and auditioned for the upcoming year's ensembles (which are group-

ed by ability level). For the rest of their band career, these students will

compete within and outside their schools in all manner of contest settings

from solo/ensemble events to marching band contests.

Given this pervasive competitive atmosphere in the public school

band experience, what is the place of contests, festivals and other competitive

events in the larger context of music education? Robert Floyd, Executive

Director of the Texas Music Educator's Association, maintains that contests

are valuable as a source of motivation, that they help establish clear, easily

communicated goals and that they offer a means by which the quality of

education in performance-based classes can be evaluated (Floyd, 1986). There

are indications, however, that contests have much more far reaching effects

than those directly related with the contest or festival. As Mr. Floyd points

out: "In some cases, the structure of contests throughout the year has

1
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provided a comfortable curriculum base and syllabus for many junior and

senior high school instrumental programs." Several studies indicated that

there are relationships between competitive success and measures of self-

concept, and achievement motivation (Austin, 1987; LaRue, 1987; Maehr,

1983; Raynor, 1983; Temple, 1973; West, 1985). These relationships are further

influenced by how an individual perceives the causes of success or failure at

achievement-related tasks (Weiner, 1974).

Attribution theory proposes that an individual's self-concept, motiva-

tion, persistence, and affective response towards the given task are all affected

by the causes the individual perceives to be responsible for the outcome.

Central to the interplay between these intrinsic issues and the effects of

success and failure that result from competition, is the band director.

Teachers have been found to influence both qualitative and quantitative

aspects of music motivation. Asmus (1989) found that among the qualitative

aspects of music motivation e.g., effort, musical ability, classroom environ-

ment, background, and affect for music, only the background factor was not

influenced by the teacher. Quantitative aspects of music motivation such as

personal commitment and music compared with other activities also were

impacted by the instructor. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest, that the

manner in which a director attributes success or failure at achievement-

oriented events, will not only effect his or her motivational characteristics

and affective responses, but will also impact the motivational characteristics

and affective responses of his or her students as well. The focus of this study

will be to examine the attributions of a group of junior high school band

directors towards their experience at Concert/Sightreading Contest, and to
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determine how these attributions might impact their performance and

attitudes in relation to this event.

Theoretical Background For The Study

Attribution theory maintains that the perceived causes of success and

failure at achievement related tasks will determine an individual's motiva-

tional characteristics. In addition, the theory assumes that what a person be-

lieves to be the underlying cause of success or failure at a task will determine

how that person will approach the task in the future (Weiner, 1974). The fo-

cus of attribution research divides along the lines of identifying the anteced-

ents of causal attributions and understanding their consequences. However,

the common thread in attribution theory is that people often interpret

behavior in terms of its causes and that said interpretations are integral fac-

tors in determining reactions to the behavior. If, for example, a conductor is

displeased with the sight-reading ability of his ensemble, the causal attribu-

tion the director makes for the poor performance will determine how he will

feel about it, what he will do about it, and what he will expect in the future

(Kelley, 1982).

Attributional Models

Fritz Heider, who many consider the founder of the attributional ap-

proach, believed that performance is perceived to be determined by personal

and environmental forces. Among the personal factors, Heider made distinc-

tions between the relatively stable nature of ability as opposed to fluctuating
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factors such as effort. The relationship between the difficulty of an envi-

ronmental task and an individual's ability determines whether he or she

"can" attain the goal. However, success also requires one to "try". Therefore,

Heider specified three causes of success or failure as ability, task difficulty, and

effort. He also acknowledged that luck is perceived as an important determi-

nant of success and failure (Heider, 1958). Bernard Weiner incorporated

Heider's work into a two dimensional taxonomy (see table 1). Ability and ef-

fort are properties internal to the individual while task difficulty and luck are

external factors. Additionally, ability and task difficulty are relatively fixed,

while luck is an unstable factor, and effort may be increased or decreased from

one moment to the next (Weiner, 1974). Each attributional cause (ability, ef-

fort, task difficulty, and luck) is contained in a 2 x 2 classification scheme

whose primary components are "locus of control" (internal or external in na-

ture) and "stability" over time (Weiner et al 1971).

Table 1

Classification Scheme for the Perceived Determinants of Achievement

Behavior (Weiner, 1974)

Locus of Control

Stability Internal External

Stable Ability Task Difficulty

Unstable Effort Luck
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The two dimensional taxonomy failed to account for such factors as

fluctuations in learning which affect the "fixed" attributes of ability and task

difficulty, and the effect of others on an individual's achievement (Weiner,

1974). Rosenbaum (1972) proposed a three-dimensional taxonomy, adding

"intentionality" as a third causal dimension to the pre-existing "locus of

control" and "stability of the cause" (see table 2). This model allows ability

and effort to be perceived as having both stable and unstable characteristics,

and takes into account the intentional or unintentional actions of others as

they impact an individual's achievement performance.

Table 2

A Three-Dimensional Taxonomy of the Perceived Causes of Success and

Failure (Rosenbaum, 1972)

Intentional Unintentional

Stable Unstable Stable Unstable

stable effort unstable effort ability of self fatigue, mood,

of self of self fluctuations in

skill of self

stable effort

of others

unstable effort

of others

ability of

others, task

difficulty

fatigue, mood,

fluctuations in

skill of others,

luck

Internal

ExternalI
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Research which has focused on the antecedent-to-attribution link is

concerned with the cognitive and informational aspects of attribution. Some

of the issues in this area are: social norms, individual differences in achieve-

ment needs, and past performance. The other branch of research explores the

consequences of causal attributions such as behavior, feelings, and expectan-

cies. Some general themes in the consequent/behavior arena are the effects

of attributions on self-esteem, persistence after failure, explanations of success

and failure at tasks, and motivation (Kelley and Michela, 1980). Figure 1 rep-

resents a "flow chart " of the attributional process.

Antecedents

In most achievement situations, people make causal ascriptions based

on specific cues. Individuals will differ in the number of causal factors they

will consider, the amount and kind of information used, and the complexity

of their judgmental rules (Weiner, 1974).

Kelley (1971, 1972, 1973) formulated some rules for synthesizing in-

formation when making achievement-related judgements. Three categories

of information are influential in the process determining cause: the distinc-

tiveness of the behavior in question, the generality of the behavior, and the

social norms (consensus) regarding the behavior. For example, an individual

is observed as having succeeded or failed at a task. The observer is asked to at-

tribute this outcome to ability, effort, task difficulty, or luck, and is provided

the following information: the degree of prior success/failure at the task

(distinctiveness of the outcome), the degree of success/failure at similar tasks
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(generality of the behavior), and the performance of others at the task (social

consensus). Frieze and Weiner (1971) conducted such an experiment and

found: (1) outcomes consistent with social consensus are ascribed to the char-

acteristics of the task, (2) success tends to be ascribed internally while failure is

more likely to be attributed to external factors, (3) behaviors inconsistent with

past performance are attributed to the unstable variables of effort and luck,

and (4) the greater the degree of prior success or failure, the greater the likeli-

hood that respective success/failure will be attributed to high or low ability.

Specific information.

Ability attributions are determined primarily by past history informa-

tion. Repeated success or failure infers whether a person "can" or "cannot".

Ability level is often determined by considering the outcome in conjunction

with the performance of others (social norms). One is perceived to be very

able when he or she succeeds at a task that all others fail (Frieze and Weiner,

1971).

Effort ascriptions are also determined by past history information and

social norms. Pattern of performance comes into play here, in that success

after a series of failures or a failure after a series of successes is often viewed as

a fluctuation in effort expenditure (Frieze and Weiner, 1971). While descend-

ing performance is perceived as a lack of effort, gains in performance level are

believed due to an increase in motivation (Jones et al., 1968).

Task difficulty is generally attributed to social norms and the objective

characteristics of the task. However, Weiner and Kukla (1970) report that
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when a great number of individuals succeed at a given task, their success is

often ascribed to the ease of the task. Consequently, when many fail, the diffi-

culty of the task is perceived as the cause.

Luck is inferred from variability in the outcome sequence and an ap-

parent lack of personal control over the outcome (Weiner, 1974).

Causal schemata.

The beliefs a person holds about the relationship between an observed

event (effect) and the perceived causes of that event are embodied in a rela-

tively permanent structure called a causal schemata. A cause may be related

to an effect in one of two ways: it can be perceived as sufficient to produce the

effect, or necessary for the effect (Weiner, 1974).

If it is believed that high ability or hard work will produce success at a

task, then a multiple sufficient causal schemata is being employed. In this

scenario, either cause is in and of itself capable of producing the effect.

However, if one perceives that both high ability and hard work are required

to achieve a successful outcome, one has employed a multiple necessary causal

schemata (Kelley, 1972).

The type of causal schemata employed by an individual will influence

their perceptions of causality. For example, if a success is observed and a mul-

tiple necessary schemata elicited, the person will be viewed as having been

able and having tried hard. Kelley (1972) suggests that uncommon events

(success at a difficult task or failure at an easy task) will elicit multiple neces-

sary schemata to explain their occurrence while multiple sufficient schemata
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are employed to explain common events (success at an easy task or failure at a

difficult task).

Individual predispositions.

Causal ascriptions are markedly influenced by an individual's drive or

"need for achievement". Persons high in achievement needs perceive them-

selves as more able and believe that effort expenditure will influence out-

come. Those who exhibit low achievement needs often attribute failure to

low ability, make no clear attributions concerning success, and do not seem to

regard effort as having an influence on outcome (Weiner, 1974).

Achievement needs and self-concept are inter-related and highly resis-

tant to change. Persons high in self-concept of ability usually have a past his-

tory of success. Therefore, success is often attributed to ability (internal) and

failure to task difficulty (external). When persons with a high self-concept of

ability succeed, the outcome is low in distinctiveness (success has usually

been attained in the past) and low in social consensus (most others are per-

ceived as failing). Failure, however, is high in distinctiveness, for they usu-

ally succeeded in the past, and it is also high in social consensus in that others

are viewed as failing. Conversely, individuals low in self-concept of ability

possess a past history of failure and believe that others perform better than

they. Personal failure is low in distinctiveness and social consensus (they

usually fail when others succeed) leading to an internal attribution. Success,

however, is highly distinctive and high in social consensus, producing an

external attribution (Weiner, 1974).
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Reinforcement cues.

Experimental extinction occurs when an individual ceases to produce

the "instrumental response" following the permanent withholding of the

reward. The presumption is that when the response is perceived as no longer

instrumental to goal attainment, the individual will cease to make the re-

sponse. Attributions that maximize the expectation that the goal will not be

attained produce fast extinction (stable cause). However, unstable causes tend

to slow the extinction process. This is of paramount importance in skill-re-

lated tasks, as the percentage of reward will define the person's past history

(which is a dominant cue in making ability ascriptions). Once a task is de-

fined as skill-related, luck is not an acceptable ascription. Attributions to ef-

fort (which is unstable in causality) result in maintenance of instrumental re-

sponding in the face of failure, which is also a characteristic of persons high in

achievement needs (Dweck and Reppucci, 1973).

Summary.

These antecedent cues when processed by individuals according to

their predispositions and methods of information synthesis will lead to

causal ascription(s). The primary ascriptions are ability, effort, task difficulty,

and luck. Secondary causes are mood, fatigue, teacher bias, or some other

cause the individual might employ to explain the outcome.
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Causal Dimensions And Effects

Most models of motivation hold that behavior, to a degree, is deter-

mined by the perceived expectancy of goal attainment and the anticipated

value (incentive) of the goal. Attribution theory has been integrated into the

Expectancy x Goal equation.

Once a causal ascription has been made, the locus of control (internal/

external nature of the cause) will directly influence the individual's affective

response. The stability (stable/unstable over time) of the cause will greatly

impact the person's expectancies as to future outcomes. If one attains success

(or failure) and the causes of that outcome are perceived as remaining un-

changed (stable), then success (or failure) will be anticipated with a greater

degree of certainty. However, if the causes of the outcome are perceived to be

subject to change (unstable) then there will be some doubt that the prior

success (or failure) will be repeated (Weiner, 1979).

Rosenbaum (1972) suggested a third causal dimension of "intentional-

ity". This dimension affects factors of reward/punishment and approval/dis-

approval. A person will receive stronger punishment and disapproval fol-

lowing a failure which is ascribed to an internal cause that is viewed as inten-

tional rather than unintentional. It was also shown that intentionality affects

punishment/reward after both success and failure. Weiner (1979) suggests

that Rosenbaum's intentionality dimension is more accurately identified as a

dimension of control. Intent implies desire or want. Weiner maintains that

failure due to lack of effort does not necessarily imply that there was an intent
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to fail. Therefore, according to Weiner, the third dimension of causality

categorizes causes as controllable versus uncontrollable.

Another possible dimension of causality identified by Abramson,

Seligman, and Teasdale (1978) is globality. This dimension deals with

stimulus generalization. For example, an individual's ability may be viewed

as task-specific (" I failed because I am not a good sight-reader") or as a general

trait impacting performance in many areas ("I failed because I am not

talented").

The causal dimensions which emerge during the course of an

investigation will, to a degree, depend on the empirical procedure being used.

There are also inherent problems with each of these models. Can external

causes be controlled? Answering this question depends on how far back one

goes in a causal inference chain and whether the perspective of the actor is

the only viewpoint being considered.

Expectancy shifts.

An individual's initial (prior to performance) feelings of attaining a

goal are determined by the following characteristics: perceived ability at the

task, anticipated effort, perceived task difficulty, and anticipated luck. The

importance placed on these factors will be influenced by the particular

achievement situation, e.g., if the task is skill-related or dependent on chance.

After success or failure at a task, goal expectancies change. Typical

shifts in expectancy are defined as increments in subjective expectancy of suc-

cess following a success and a decrement in expectancy following a failure. In

successful outcomes, attributions to stable causes (ability/task difficulty) pro-
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duce a high expectancy of future success. Conversely, low expectancies are

prevalent when success is associated with unstable causes (effort/luck).

However, because effort also has some stable characteristics, it will produce

greater typical shifts than attributions to luck. In failure outcomes, stable

causes will produce low expectancies of future success, while high attributions

to unstable causes will give rise to expectations of success in the future.

The stability of the ascription is the determining factor in how an indi-

vidual will perceive his or her chances of future success/failure at a given

task. If a person experiences success (or failure) at a task and the conditions

are expected to remain unchanged, the certainty of repeating the success (or

failure) is elevated. However, success or failure which is ascribed to unstable

causes raise doubts as to whether the prior outcome will be repeated. There-

fore, expectancies of goal attainment are highest when success is ascribed to

stable causes and lowest when failure is ascribed to stable causes (Weiner,

1974).

Affective responses.

The locus of control (internal/external) influences the emotional reac-

tions to achievement performance. The level of pride or shame experienced

at the completion of a given task is maximized when success or failure is at-

tributed to hard work or high ability (internal) and minimized when the

outcome is ascribed to the ease/difficulty of the task or to good/bad luck.

Attributions to effort, which is an internal cause under volitional control,

maximize the positive and negative effects for success and failure (Weiner,

1974).
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Social norms also impact affective reactions. For example, one experi-

ences pride in succeeding at a task when all others fail. In a similar manner,

shame is heightened when a person fails at a task that all others accomplish.

Performance consistent with social norms produce external (task) ascriptions,

while outcomes inconsistent with consensus information will elicit internal

(ability/effort) attributions (Weiner, 1974).

Behavioral Consequences

It has been stated that causal ascriptions influence both goal expecta-

tions and the affective reactions of subsequent success or failure. It follows

that these same causal attributions will affect one's performance. For exam-

ple, an individual's response rate, resistance to extinction, and persistency in

the face of failure are affected by perceptions of causality (Weiner, 1974).

Nuttin (1973) showed that response-outcome covariation with a perceived

internal causation will produce positive affects of competence and pride,

while, at the same time, promoting the instrumental response.

Differences in achievement needs greatly impact a person's perform-

ance. It has been documented that person's high in achievement needs initi-

ate achievement activities, work with greater intensity at said tasks, and will

tend to persist in the face of failure. However, person's low in achievement

needs will avoid achievement situations, work with little intensity, and quit

when they are failing (Atkinson, 1964, Weiner, 1970).
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Cognitive Maturity

The attributional model of motivation assumes that individuals orga-

nize information to make causal judgements, these judgements can be cate-

gorized into a few dimensions, the dimensions influence expectancy shifts

and affective reactions, and that expectancy and affect determine achieve-

ment-related behavior. Younger children, when presented with a serial se-

quence, may be unable to differentiate a random from a systematic series of

events. This may result in inaccurate future expectations of success or failure

(Weiner, 1974). Furthermore, as an individual matures cognitively, he or she

will base moral judgements more on the subjective intent of the actor and

less on the objective outcome of the task. Therefore, the affective responses

to intent ascriptions increase with cognitive maturity (Weiner, 1974).

Attributional Research In Music

Attribution theory and self-concept are closely intertwined. Success in

music has been shown to produce positive self-concept and consequently

promotes a desire for further participation in musical activities (Eccles, 1983;

Maehr, 1983). Lillemyr (1983) found that students with high self-concept

tended to have higher perceptions of their cognitive competence, higher

achievement motivation, and lower levels of failure avoidance than those

with low self concept. Additionally, students with a high level of interest in

school music tended to have higher perceptions of their musical competence

and higher achievement motivation. Two studies have shown that success at
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musical tasks result in positive self-concept and positive self-concept results

in successful task performance (Wink, 1970; Wolff, 1978).

Reimer (1975) used attribution theory to study the effect of teacher-pro-

vided causal feedback in college-level piano lessons. Subjects who received

internal attribution instructions (ability, effort) had more positive affect to-

ward piano performance and the instructor. Ed Asmus' work in this area has

shown that students cite more internal reasons for success and failure in

music (Asmus, 1985). Asmus found that 80% of the reasons cited by fourth

through twelfth grade students were internal in nature. However, a steady

shift from effort to ability attributions occurred as the subjects matured.

Undergraduate music education and music therapy majors tended to cite

effort as the chief cause of success or failure when characterizing others.

However, they most often cited task difficulty when asked to characterize

their own success or failure (Asmus, 1989).. Chandler (1988) found that

students who perceived success and satisfaction participated in more band

"chair challenges" and attributed success to internal factors. Perceived impor-

tance of their role in the ensemble and the value of their part lead to success,

enjoyment and internal attributions.

In a study by Krueger (1974) the percentage of music teaching that could

be attributed to personality and motivational characteristics was between 12

and 17. Caimi (1981) conducted a study in which 25% of the variance in band

directing success was attributable to motivation. Walker (1979) found the fol-

lowing personality traits present in a group of high achieving students in

music education courses: positive self-concepts, strong attachments to loved

ones, low destructive/hostile impulses, and little worry about their safety.
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Rationale

Competition is a pervasive element in almost all band programs. Con-

cern regarding the effect of contest outcome (success/failure) on intrinsic

issues such as self-concept and motivation, is evident in the number of

studies which have addressed the positive/negative impact of competition on

music education (Austin, 1987; Kohn, 1986; LaRue, 1987; Maehr, 1983; Rogers,

1982; Raynor, 1983; Temple, 1973; West, 1985). These studies seem to indicate

a relationship between contest/competitive success and measures of musical

achievement, self-concept, and achievement motivation. Research in attribu-

tion theory has established that the causes an individual perceives to be

responsible for success or failure at achievement tasks, will not only impact

these areas, but will most likely affect the individual's behavior as he or she

approaches the task in the future. Other studies have ascertained the import-

ance of the teacher in influencing both the qualitative and quantitative

aspects of music motivation (Asmus, 1989; Reimer, 1975). However, few

studies have employed attributional framework to examine the central figure

in any band program, the band director.

Of the limited studies applied to the teachers themselves, most have

focused on personality traits or teaching success and motivation. In these

studies the criteria used to establish "teaching success" have been varied and

of a questionable validity. One solution to this problem, as employed in the

present study, is to allow each member of the test group to define success or

failure in his or her own terms as it relates to a specific event.
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Attribution theory maintains that an individual's perception of success

or failure, and the person's subsequent rationale for explaining the outcome,

will determine how he or she will feel about the result, what actions the

individual will take, and the expectation of future success or failure. Given

this premise, the attributions that a director makes and fosters in his or her

students, should determine to some degree how the participants, director and

students alike, fair in achievement-related settings. No study to date has

documented this theory; therefore, research in this area is necessary to

promote an understanding of the influences at work in achievement-related

settings.

Purpose And Questions

The purpose of this study was to investigate the attributions of junior

high school band directors towards success and failure at University Inter-

scholastic League Concert/Sightreading Contest. Specifically, the study sought

to define contest in attributional terms, evaluate the achievement needs of

the test population, investigate the causal ascriptions the population would

make when asked to evaluate another band director in a hypothetical contest

situation, and determine the subjects' reasons for their own success or failure,

at U.I.L. Concert/Sightreading Contest. The specific research questions which

this study sought to answer were as follows:

1. What are the attributional characteristics of U.I.L. Concert/Sight-
reading Contest?

2. Do factors including years of experience, number of contest
appearances, school location (inner-city versus suburban), school
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size, career expectations, most recent contest rating, and the assess-
ment of performance as either a success or failure effect Junior
High band directors' causal ascriptions for success or failure?

3. Assuming differences in achievement needs in the test population,
are there significant differences in the attributions of those directors
high in achievement needs versus those low in achievement
needs?

4. Does specific information on outcome, social consensus, and past
history affect the causal ascriptions Junior High band directors make
when judging others?

5. Are there be significant differences in band director's attributions
between the hypothetical settings and their own performance?

6. Are there differences between Junior High band directors who
cite internal attributions and those who define success/failure in
external terms?



CHAPTER II

RELATED LITERATURE

Attribution theory maintains that individuals process a great deal of

information when determining the causes of their own and others' behavior.

In achievement settings, the causal categories include: ability, effort, task diffi-

culty, and luck; these causal ascriptions are further categorized into the di-

mensions of locus of control and stability, and these attributions have moti-

vational significance. As represented in Figure 2, information processing

"mediates" between the stimulus and the subsequent causal ascriptions

which in turn influences behavior. Therefore, in order to understand

achievement-related behavior, one must first investigate the "mediating cog-

nitions" (see antecedent cues, Figure 1, pg. 6).

Figure 2. The chain of events from stimulus to behavior (Weiner et al, 1971).

Locus of Control
Mediating Affect Instrumental

Stimulus.
Cognitions Expectancy Responding

Studies In Cue Utilization

In 1971, Irene Frieze and Bernard Weiner conducted two studies to in-

vestigate the effect of antecedent cues on causal ascriptions. The subjects were

21
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provided with the following information concerning an achievement-related

task: the immediate outcome of the action, percentage of prior success at the

same and similar tasks, percentage of success and failure of others, time spent

at the task, task structure, and whether the task was undertaken by oneself or

others. The subjects were then required to attribute the immediate perfor-

mance outcome (success or failure) to the causal factors of ability, effort, task

difficulty, or luck.

In Experiment One, the subjects (n=34) were given an "Attributional

Questionnaire" containing 27 items. The population was divided randomly

into two groups; one-half of the subjects judged success outcomes while the

others dealt with failure outcomes. They were then asked to make causal

judgements based on an individual's percentage of prior success/failure at the

task (and similar tasks) as well as the percentage of others succeeding/failing

at the task. The three percentage levels employed were 100, 50, and 0%.

These three sources of information (past history at the specific task, related

tasks, and social norms) correspond to the three general criteria for causality

specified by Kelley (1967): consistency and generality of the performance, and

agreement with social norms (Frieze and Weiner, 1971).

The social comparison data revealed that an inconsistency between

outcome and the performance of others resulted in high attributions to abil-

ity, effort and luck. Consistency between outcome and the performance of

others gave rise to task attributions. Therefore, more information about one-

self is yielded when the performance outcome is contrary to the performance

of others. The remaining factors (past performance at the specific task and re-

lated tasks) showed these tendencies: consistency between current and past
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performance increased attributions to ability and task difficulty while decreas-

ing attributions to luck.

The outcome information (success or failure) indicated that ability and

effort are considered more often to be determinants of success rather than

failure. Task difficulty is judged to be more influential in causing failure than

task ease is perceived to promote success. The resultant tendency is to ascribe

success to internal factors and failure to external or environmental causes.

Experiment Two (n=32) followed the methodology of Experiment One

with the following modifications: two additional cues were added; time spent

at the task (long or short) and the task structure (skill or luck). The popula-

tion was again divided with half making judgements about others while the

remaining subjects judged themselves. The percentages for past history were

altered from 100, 50, and 0%, to 80 and 20% in order to present a more realistic

condition.

The group making judgements about others (Other condition) were

compared to the group making judgements about themselves (Self condition)

to examine the possibility of "ego-defensive" attributions. The results offered

no evidence to support the theory of "ego" factors to be present only in per-

sonal attributions (Self condition). However, this was a simulation experi-

ment in which actual behavior was not being assessed.

The social norms, past history of success, and immediate outcome re-

sults all replicated the findings of Experiment One. The more consistent the

outcome was with the performance of others, the greater the task attributions.

Inconsistency with social norms gave rise to ability, effort, and luck ascrip-

tions. When past history of success was consistent with immediate outcome,
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greater attributions to the stable factors of ability and task difficulty occurred,

while inconsistency was attributed to effort and luck (unstable factors).

Immediate success outcomes increased attributions to ability, effort and luck,

while task difficulty was more often associated with failure outcomes.

Time spent at the task significantly increases ascriptions to ability, ef-

fort, and task difficulty. Success outcomes in conjunction with a long time at

task produce effort attributions and success/short time combinations yield

task ease and luck attributions. Failure outcomes with a long time factor in-

crease task difficulty and luck attributions while a failure/short time condi-

tion is perceived to be caused by a lack of effort.

Studies In Achievement Motivation

One of the initial studies in this area was conducted by Bernard Weiner

and Andy Kukla in 1970. Male and female school children in grades 3

through 6, and high school age males (n=258) were administered measures of

achievement motivation and locus of control.

The measures for achievement motivation in the high school popula-

tion were the Thematic Apperception Test and the Madler-Sarason Test. The

TAT is designed to assess the need for achievement (Ms) while the Madler-

Sarason Test measures the anxiety about failure (Mf). The measure of

achievement needs is the result of these two scores. Both measures were

modified for the grade school population. The Intellectual Achievement

Responsibility (IAR) scale (Crandall, Katovsky, and Crandall, 1965) was em-

ployed to assess the perceived locus of control. This instrument contains 34
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forced choice items with alternative internal and external responses. The

stems portray circumstances involving success or failure at a task.

The results showed that males high in resultant achievement motiva-

tion are more apt to assume personal responsibility for success than those

who placed below the median on the TAT and Madler-Sarason scales. The

findings for the female population did not reach significance. Although

combining the male and female data lowered the level of significance, the

high motive group still exhibits greater responsibility for success than does

the low motive group.

The data also showed that different attributional tendencies exist be-

tween motive groups in failure situations. Resultant achievement motiva-

tion was inversely related to the self-attribution of low ability and directly re-

lated to the self-ascription of effort. The effect of fixed (ability) versus variable

(effort) attributions is significant with regards to persistency in the face of fail-

ure.

Resultant achievement motivation was found to be related to self re-

sponsibility in a 1970 study by Weiner and Potepan. This study, investigated

the motivational characteristics and locus of control of 107 college students

following a mid-term exam in introductory psychology. The achievement

measure was developed by Mehrabian (1968) and the IAR was used to assess

the locus of control (some items were eliminated or altered for the college

population). The findings showed the same tendencies as the previously

mentioned Weiner/Kukla study.

Kukla (1972) investigated further the relationship between achieve-

ment motivation and causal attributions. In each of the three experiments,
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Males (Mehrabian, 1968) and were subsequently divided into high, interme-

diate, and low achievement groups with the high achievement group being

comprised of the highest one-third of all subjects in achievement scores and

the low achievement group representing the lowest third of the score distri-

bution. This measure is a self-report inventory whose items are designed to

yield the resultant of the motive to succeed (Ms) and the motive to avoid

failure (Mf). Therefore, the score obtained is theoretically the resultant

achievement tendency (Ms - Mfl. Mehrabian (1968) has presented evidence

that this test correlates positively with standard measures of Ms and nega-

tively with standard measures of Mf.

In Experiment One, the subjects (n=138) were presented with a digit

guessing task. This involved guessing whether the next digit in a series of

numbers would be a one or a zero. They were instructed that although there

would be no easily recognizable pattern, the list was not random. The nature

of the task (skill versus luck) was purposefully ambiguous, which allowed the

performance to be perceived as attributable to any combination of ability, ef-

fort, task difficulty, or luck.

Upon completion, the subjects added up their total number of correct

guesses and answered the following questions: a) Ability - "How good are you

potentially at this kind of task?", b) Effort - "How hard did you try to succeed

at this task?" , c) Task Difficulty - "How difficult do you think this task is?", d)

Luck - "Try to evaluate how lucky you were in your guessing?" , e) Outcome -
"Would you evaluate your score as a success or failure?" Each question was
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answered by placing an x on a 10-point Likert-type scale e.g., 1 = extreme fail-

ure, 10 = extreme success.

The results showed that all motive groups covaried their estimation of

ability with outcome. However, only the high group varied its effort rating

with outcome, while only the intermediate group showed a correlation be-

tween luck and outcome. The low group exhibited no significant outcome

correlates outside of ability. Thus, high achievers attributed their outcome to

a combination of ability and effort; intermediate achievers perceived ability

and luck to be causes of the outcome, while low achievers expected only the

ability factor to influence their success or failure.

The task in Experiment Two involved the unscrambling of 20

anagrams of animal names in 5 minutes. The subjects (n=91) were divided

into two groups, one group (Group A) received instructions which defined

the success at the task as dependent on ability alone. The other group (Group

AE) was told that success was dependent on ability and effort. It was predicted

that conditions which relate the outcome to effort would result in high

achiever-like behavior; conversely, conditions which discourage the

perception that effort will affect the outcome should produce low achiever-

like behavior.

The average of correct unscramblings for Group A was 10. 71, while

Group AE scored an average of 11.41 correct items. Although the difference

in scores was as expected, it was not statistically significant. The data also

showed that the level of performance increased with both the level of

achievement and when the task was defined in the ability-effort condition.

The most significant finding was an Achievement x Orientation interaction.
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The high achiever's usual superiority of performance over low achievers was

only evidenced in the ability-effort condition. Low achievers in both groups

obtained virtually the same average scores, while high achievers solved more

anagrams when they were told that effort would affect the outcome.

Experiment Three employed a task in which the subjects (n=48) were

to predict a series of 20 digits. Because one of the most telling differences be-

tween low and high achievers is their preference for taking risks, the subjects

were allowed to make as many guesses per item as they desired. When given

a choice, high achievers prefer intermediate risk situations, while low

achievers opt for extremely high or low risk situations. It was predicted that

subjects in the pure ability condition (Group A) would display less intermedi-

ate risk preference than those in the ability-effort (Group AE) condition. An

intermediate-risk guess was defined as 4, 5, or 6 digits, while guesses of 1, 2, 3,

7, 8, or 9 numbers were considered extreme-risk guesses.

The mean intermediate-risk guesses for Group A was 6.64 while Group

AE chose an average of 10 intermediate-risk guesses out of 20 trials. Again,

only the high motive group was affected by the attributional instructions.

High achievers in Group AE opted for more intermediate-risk guesses than

those in Group A. Low achievers were not affected by the instructional orien-

tation and high achievers in both conditions chose more intermediate-risk

responses than low achievers.

It would appear that instructions which encourage effort attributions

"arouse" the achievement needs of each individual according to their predis-

position in this area. Low achievers did not exhibit any decrease in perfor-

mance based on the task instructions. One explanation may be that one's
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achievement needs dictate how the instructions will be interpreted. Since

low achievers tend to de-emphasize the effort factor of a task, they may per-

ceive an ability-effort condition in much the same way as a condition charac-

terized as being solely based on ability. In order to alter the performance of

low achievers, instructions which defined success at the task as a function

solely of effort would have to be employed.

Studies In Misattribution

Further evidence concerning the impact causal attributions have on

behavior is offered in a 1974 study conducted by Bernard Weiner and Jack

Sierad (Weiner, 1974). In this study, the population (n=112) was again

administered the Revised and Condensed Achievement Scale for Males

(Mehrabian, 1968) and subsequently engaged in a digit-symbol substitution

task. Performance scores at this task were based on the number of digit to

symbol substitutions made in a 30 second time interval. All subjects, after a

training period, received four failure trials. However, before the failure,

some of the subjects were randomly assigned to an experimental condition in

which they received a placebo pill described as interfering with their hand-eye

coordination. The subjects were assured that the effects of the pill would

wear off in twenty minutes but would remain constant for the duration of the

experiment. Subjects were given the option to refuse taking the pill with no

penalty or loss of experimental credit. These individuals (11%) were assigned

to the control condition, but their data were excluded from the final analysis.

Following each trial, the population labeled each answer as a success or
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failure, with those in the pill condition adding the letter "P" to their

assessment.

The data revealed that persons high in achievement needs displayed

greater increments of performance in the control condition than in the pill at-

tribution condition. Conversely, the subjects low in achievement needs ex-

hibited greater increments in speed of performance in the pill attribution

condition than in the control condition (see Figure 3). In addition, compari-

son of the data among subjects differing in achievement needs, but within the

same experimental condition, revealed that in the control condition, the

performance of subjects high in achievement needs exceeded that of those

low in achievement needs. On the other hand, the low achievement group

within the pill condition slightly out-performed the high achievement group.

The bias of individuals who are low in achievement needs is to ascribe

personal failure to low ability. This bias is altered in the pill condition.

Although both ability and the drug effects are stable within the experimental

time frame, the pill is an external agent. Even though the expectancy of suc-

cess is equally low in both conditions, the attribution of failure to the pill

(external) should reduce the negative affect for failure and thus decrease the

motivation to avoid the task. After all, it is less shameful to fail because of a

drug-induced state than to fail because of low ability.

The bias of subjects high in achievement needs is also altered by the

experimental condition. Because the high achiever tends to ascribe failure to

a lack of effort (unstable), the stable effect of the drug (during the experimen-

tal time period) significantly lowers the expectancy of future success. Even

though the negative feeling associated with failure will be diminished in the
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pill condition, this is not enough to compensate for the lowered expectancy of

future success which the pill condition creates.

The experimental condition influenced both the expectancy of success

and the negative affect for failure. These factors account for the subjects' in-

tensity of performance. Among subjects low in achievement needs, the posi-

tive effect of the pill attribution was to reduce the negative incentive value of

failure, while the negative effect of the pill attribution on those subjects high

in achievement needs was to reduce the expectancy of future success.

Attribution Studies In Music

Edward Asmus (1985) conducted a study to investigate the views of

sixth grade general music students (n=118) towards success and failure in mu-

sic. The study focused on the following questions:

1. Are students' perceived causes of success and failure distributed
evenly over the four major motivational categories identified by
Attribution Theory?

2. Do perceived causes differ when they are applied to those successful
in music from when they are applied to those unsuccessful in
music?

3. Do differences in perceived causes exist between the schools
participating in the study?

The study involved three elementary schools: one parochial school in

a middle class neighborhood of a major American city, a public school located

in the inner portion of the same city, and another public school in an affluent

suburb of the same city. All responses were collected from the population

during their music classes. The students gave free-responses to these direc-
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Figure 3. Mean increments in speed of performance and the experimental

condition, pill versus control (Weiner, 1974).
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tives: identify five reasons why some students do well in music, and identify

five reasons why some students do not do well in music.

The findings revealed that the students cited the internal attributions

of ability and effort when making judgements about success and failure in

music approximately 80% of the time. Furthermore, the student view of mu-

sic achievement appears to be consistent in settings dealing with success and

failure. The differences between schools were as follows: ability attributions

1
I I
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(internal/stable) were highest in the parochial school, effort ascriptions

(internal/unstable) were predominant in the inner-city school, while an

equal distribution of ability and effort attributions characterized the suburban

school. Whereas more luck attributions were assigned for the failure setting

by all schools, the parochial school displayed the least amount of increase in

this area.

Asmus (1986a) expanded this line of research with a research popula-

tion of 589 students enrolled in music classes in grades 4 through 12. Eight

different public schools participated, and the music courses included instru-

mental, vocal and general music subject areas. The response form and data

collection replicated the 1985 study. A total of 5092 reasons of why some

students do well in music and why some do not were provided by the sub-

jects.

Once again, students tended to cite internal reasons for success and

failure in music (the majority of these internal ascriptions were stable in na-

ture). However, in this study, the "do well" directive produced stable attribu-

tions while the "do not do well" directive gave rise to external-unstable

ascriptions. It was found that as grade level increased more internal-stable at-

tributions were made and the amount of internal-unstable attributions de-

creased. In other words, younger students tend to employ effort attributions,

but as they mature, their attributions shift toward ability-related ascriptions.

Main effects were also noted for gender and school differences. Females in

this study made more internal-stable attributions than did their male coun-

terparts. This finding is unusual in that most other attributional studies have

reported females as making more external ascriptions, or that no differences
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in attribution were found. Responses between schools affected all four attri-

bution variables. The most significant interaction was evidenced on the ex-

ternal-stable variable. Although all the participating schools made higher ex-

ternal-stable attributions to the "do well" directive, the two junior high

schools made greater external-stable ascriptions to the "do not do well" direc-

tive.

Another Asmus study (1986b) involving 143 music education and

music therapy students, showed that attributional response patterns vary

according to whether the subjects were making judgements about themselves

or a hypothetical situation. An 80-item inventory was designed to measure

attributional characteristics toward music education and music therapy

situations, as well as personal experiences in school and in music, and self-

perceptions of general tendencies of success. In general, the subjects

characterized the success and failure of others as caused by the internal-

unstable factor of effort, while personal attributions of success or failure were

more frequently ascribed to the external-stable dimension of task difficulty.

Relatively homogeneous attributions were found across the independent

variables of sex and performance area.

A 1988 study conducted by Chandler, Chiarella, and Auria employed

band chair challenges as an operational definition of motivation. The sub-

jects (n=234) were male and female band members in grades 9 through 12.

The questionnaire consisted of three sections. Demographic items in-

cluded what instrument the person played, how and why it was chosen, their

attitude towards the instrument, their position in their section, and the num-

ber of of times they challenged or were challenged. Practice and lesson in-
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formation as well as the number of years they had played were also assessed.

Personal reactions (attitudes) included where they felt they should be placed

in their section and where they expected to be in three months. Also, the de-

gree of satisfaction with their current level of performance, their overall

assessment of their success, and the degree to which they enjoyed playing

were measured. The seven attributional items encompassed natural musical

ability, effort, technical knowledge of the instrument, difficulty level of the

instrument, help from the director, help from others, and luck.

Students who indicated that they would choose the same instrument

again and who were more satisfied with their current level of performance

equated success with natural musical ability and technical knowledge of the

instrument. They practiced more and expected to play their instrument

longer. Luck was not considered to influence performance in a significant

manner.

Hours spent practicing correlated positively with natural musical abil-

ity, effort, and technical knowledge of the instrument. These subjects tended

to engage in more challenges and indicated a higher level of enjoyment in

playing.

The subjects who expected to play their instruments longer also

ascribed success to internal factors. They reported feeling satisfied with their

current level of success, perceived successful future outcomes, and anticipated

increased enjoyment from playing their instruments. These individuals

thought they should be placed higher in their respective sections and expected

to be placed higher in the future.
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These results supported the hypothesis that subjects who perceived

success and satisfaction with their current level of performance would chal-

lenge more and ascribe success to the internal attributes of natural musical

ability, effort, and technical knowledge of their instrument. Conversely, per-

ceived failure and lack of satisfaction with one's current level of performance

resulted in fewer challenges and external attributions.

Summary

The studies outlined in this chapter all investigated success and failure

at a given task or subject. However, each study delt with slightly different

conditions.

Weiner and Kukla (1970) and Weiner and Sierad (1974) conducted

studies which revealed that persons high in achievement needs assume

personal responsibility for the outcome, prefer tasks of intermediate difficulty,

and believe ability and effort are necessary for success. These are fundamental

issues in achievement motivation and were incorporated in the present

study.

Asmus (1985 and 1986) found that the internal attributions of ability

and effort were prominent ascriptions when making judgements about

success or failure in music. As he investigated ascriptions of older students,

he discovered a causal shift where "doing well in music" was more often

associated with effort and "not doing well in music" produced attributions to
ability. Another study along these lines involved music therapy and educa-

tion students. These subjects viewed the success/failure of others as being
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affected by ability and effort. However, when judging their own performance,

they viewed task-related issues as the primary cause of success/failure.

Frieze and Weiner (1971) found immediate outcome, past history of

success/failure, and social consensus information to be key factors in forming

causal ascriptions. When past performance was consistent with current

outcome, stable attributions were prominent. Inconsistency between these

areas gave rise to unstable attributions. Consistency between outcome and the

performance of others produced attributions to task difficulty, whereas

inconsistency revealed ascriptions to ability, effort and luck. This procedure

was employed in the present study and the results were used as a point of

comparison between hypothetical situations where the subjects judged the

performance of others and the subjects' assessment of their own performance.

Chandler , Chiarella, and Auria (1988) found that students who were

satisfied with their level of performance equated success with natural musical

ability and technical knowledge of the instrument. Persons who were not

satisfied with their level of performance ascribed success and failure

externally. An individual's sense of competence/achievement and the

subsequent ascription to internal causes was a key element in this study.
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METHODOLOGY

Before a discussion of U.I.L. Concert/Sightreading Contest could take

place within the context of attribution theory, the attributional and motiva-

tional characteristics of contest had to be assessed. The responses of the

population to Part One of the survey would define the task in attributional

terms and these findings would be used as a point of comparison in later

sections of the questionnaire.

The hypothetical contest scenarios would give the subjects an

opportunity to make attributions concerning the success (or failure) of a

director other than themselves in a contest environment. Given informa-

tion on the outcome, the performance of others, and the past history of the

director, it was believed that the subjects' attributions would shift with the

contest condition. Furthermore, it was believed that these ascriptions would

support (or fail to support), the general attributional perspective of contest

which was outlined in Part One of the survey.

Finally, the population was asked to list the five most important rea-

sons for their success or failure at contest. It is important to note that success

and failure were never defined by the researcher in this study. Instead, the

subjects defined their outcome based on their own personal view of success

and failure. The responses from this section were grouped by content and

placed in the two-dimensional model of attribution theory. The population

38
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would then placed in a hierarchy based on each subject's tendency towards

internal attributions.

Questionnaire Development

In order to answer the research questions, a questionnaire was devel-

oped to investigate the perceptions of junior high school band directors

towards U.I.L. Concert/Sightreading Contest. The items were designed to

yield information which could be interpreted within the framework of

Attribution Theory. The first part of the study was designed to assess the

impact of the four primary causal attributions: ability, effort, task difficulty

and luck on contest outcome. In addition, key elements of achievement

motivation such as responsibility, expectancy, and incentive value would be

evaluated as they related to contest performance. During the second part of

the study the subjects would employ specific cue information to make causal

judgements of other band directors in hypothetical contest situations. The

final step in the investigation would assess the subject's attributional orienta-

tion based on the causes they cited for their own success or failure at U.I.L.

Concert/Sightreading Contest. The entire questionnaire appears in Appendix

A.

Demographic Information

Several studies have shown that factors such as experience with the

task, expectation of continuing involvement in the activity, and the subjects
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location will affect causal ascriptions (Asmus 1985, 1986; Chandler, Chiarella,

and Auria, 1988). The following factors were included in this section:

1. number of years as a band director
2. total number of contest appearances as conductor
3. school district
4. school size
5. career expectations
6. most recent contest outcome

Part One

This section was designed to investigate the subjects' feelings about

various aspects of U.I.L. Concert/Sightreading Contest. These items were

based on the achievement motivation literature. Any study which investi-

gates achievement-oriented behavior must deal with the central issue of

defining success and failure at the specific task. Because the criteria employed

to define success and failure is often unique to the individual, this study al-

lowed each subject to define success/failure by responding to this item:

Draw a line which separates what you would consider to be
successful ratings from those which you feel are unsuccessful.

I II III IV V

In order to view contest from an attributional perspective, the follow-

ing questions were developed which related to the four primary causal attri-

butions of ability, effort, luck and task difficulty. Individuals high in

achievement motivation tend to ascribe success internally. They also associ-

ate outcome with effort.
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Which statement best describes the degree to which success/failure

at contest depends on your ability as a band director?

A. my skill is completely responsible for the rating

B. my skill is a primary component of the rating

C. my skill is moderately important to the rating

D. my skill is a negligible factor in the rating
E. my skill has nothing to do with the rating

Which statement best describes the relationship between the contest

rating and your expenditure of effort?

A. my effort expenditure is completely responsible for the
rating

B. my effort expenditure is a primary component of the rating

C. my effort expenditure is moderately important to the rating

D. my effort expenditure is a negligible factor in the rating

E. my effort expenditure in no way affects the rating

Indicate the statement that best describes the degree to which luck

and chance impact your success/failure at contest.

A. significantly affect the rating
B. definitely affect the rating
C. slightly affect the rating
D. have little bearing on the rating
E. in no way affect the rating

Because the task difficulty dimension of contest encompasses numerous vari-

ables, this factor was divided into the three broad categories of student-related

factors, judge-related factors, and administrative and school policy-related fac-

tors. Task difficulty is considered to be a stable cause in attribution theory.

However, the pilot study revealed that these factors may not be considered

stable by the subjects. Therefore, a stability scale was included in the follow-

ing questions:
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Indicate the statement which best describes the degree to which your

success/failure at contest is dependent on student-related factors.

A. completely responsible for the rating
B. primary components of the rating
C. of moderate importance to the rating
D. have little impact on the rating
E. in no way affect the rating

In the future, to what degree do you feel that student-related

factors in your situation are apt to change:

No change 1 2 3 4 5 Definitely will change

Which statement best describes the impact of judge-related factors

to your success/failure at contest?

A. judge subjectivity is totally responsible for the rating

B. judge subjectivity is a primary component of the rating

C. judge subjectivity is of moderate importance to the rating

D. judge subjectivity has minimal impact on the rating
E. judge subjectivity in no way impacts the rating

In the future, to what degree do you feel that judge-related

factors are apt to change:

No change 1 2 3 4 5 Definitely will change

Indicate the statement that best describes the degree to which

administrative and school policy factors such as "no pass-no play"
affect your success/failure at contest?

A. the rating is significantly affected by policy factors
B. the rating is definitely affected by policy factors

C. the rating is slightly affected by policy factors
D. the effect of policy factors on the rating is negligible
E. policy factors in no way affect the rating

In the future, to what degree do you feel that administrative and

school policy-factors are apt to change:
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No change 1 2 3 4 5 Definitely will change

The motive to strive for success (Ms), which can be conceived as a ca-

pacity to experience pride in accomplishment, is stronger than the motive to

avoid failure (Mf) in those persons high in achievement needs. Consequent-

ly, individuals high in achievement strivings will tend to initiate achieve-

ment tasks while those persons low in achievement needs will avoid

achievement situations (Atkinson, 1957; Weiner, 1970). The following item

was revised after pilot testing. Originally, it was not couched in hypothetical

terms. The pilot group was felt that too many variables (such as budget, trans-

portation, and scheduling) might preclude a band going to other contests

even though the band director would have wanted to compete. Therefore,

the item was reworded to read as follows:

Ideally, the number of rating-oriented contests (other than U.I.L.)
my top performing group should attend in a year is:

A. one
B. two
C. three
1). four
E. five or more

In addition to initiating achievement tasks, persons high in achievement

needs will opt for tasks which are perceived as intermediate in difficulty. If a

task is perceived as being very difficult or very easy, the resulting success or

failure (which are the usual outcomes) give rise to information concerning

the characteristics of the task rather than the individual attempting the task.

However, success or failure at a task of intermediate difficulty will, over trials,
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offer information about the abilities of the individual attempting the task. In

other words, persons opting for tasks of intermediate difficulty may indicate a

preference for situations in which internal attributions are predominant and

self-evaluation is possible (Atkinson, 1957; Weiner and Kukla, 1970).

Obtaining a successful rating at contest is ...

A. virtually impossible to obtain
B. very difficult to accomplish
C. difficult to accomplish
D. easy to accomplish
E. very easy to accomplish

The reward value of an achievement-related goal corresponds to the

degree of perceived responsibility for the outcome. The pride one experiences

with success, or the shame one feels following a failure, is contingent upon

the extent to which a person believes himself responsible for the outcome.

This affective reaction is magnified given success at a difficult task because

there is greater self-attribution for success at tasks where the probability for

success is lower. Consequently, the feeling of shame is heightened when one

fails at an easy task where the probability of success should have been high

(Atkinson, 1957; Feather, 1967; Weiner and Kukla 1970).

After the contest, the statement which best describes the degree to

which I feel personally responsible for my band's rating is:

A. I feel completely responsible for the outcome
B. I feel very responsible for the outcome
C. I feel moderately responsible for the outcome
D. I feel little responsibility for the outcome
E. I am not at all responsible for the outcome
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To what extent do you agree with the following statement: "It is best
to pick the most challenging music possible for a contest perform-
ance regardless of how it might affect the rating."

A. strongly agree
B. agree
C. neutral
D. disagree
E. strongly disagree

Two primary components of achievement motivation are the incen-

tive value of the goal and the expectation that the goal can be obtained. This

is often represented by the following equation: Motivation= Expectancy x

Incentive Value (Weiner, 1971).

How important is the rating your band receives to your professional
reputation?

A. extremely important
B. very important
C. moderately important
1). of little importance
E. not at all important

Which statement do you feel best describes the impact of your
contest rating on your job security?

A. retaining my position depends entirely upon the rating
B. the rating definitely influences my administrator's decision

to retain me
C. the rating moderately influences my administrator's

retention decision
I). the rating has little effect on my administrator's decision to

retain me

E. the rating in no way affects my job security

In the future, I expect my contest rating to be no lower than:
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A. I
B.llI
C.III
D. IV
E. V

Part Two

This section examined the manner in which specific antecedent cues

were used to make causal ascriptions. The items presented a hypothetical sit-

uation where a band director participates in U.I.L. Concert/Sightreading con-

test. The subjects were given information about the immediate outcome

(success/failure), the percentage of prior success at contest (80% or 20%), and

the percentage of success and failure of others (70% or 30%). They were then

required to attribute the immediate outcome to the causal factors of ability, ef-

fort, task difficulty, and luck.

This replicates, to a degree, a 1971 study by Frieze and Weiner. In the

original study, the perameters also included the following variables: percent-

age of prior success at similar tasks, task structure (skill versus luck) and time

spent at the task (long or short). These factors were excluded from the present

study because the results of the original study showed that prior success at the

task and similar tasks yielded the same results, contest was considered to be a

skill-related activity, and the length of the questionnaire would have been

overbearing.

This section was unrevised following the pilot study. The instructions

for these eight items (half of which dealt with success outcomes and half with

failure) were as follows:
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In each of the following hypothetical situations, imagine that a

band director (not yourself) has participated in U.I.L. Concert/Sight-
reading Contest several times. You will be told how well the
director did in previous contest situations and how well his/her
colleagues have faired. On his/her very next contest appearance
you will be told whether he/she succeeded or failed. Using the
information provided, decide how much of the result on this latest
contest outcome was due to how skillful (unskillful) he/she was,
how hard (little) the person tried, the ease (difficulty) of the task,
and how lucky (unlucky) he/she was. Each of these may or may not

be a factor each time. Consider each question as a separate situation
where the director has only the history specified on that question.

Each item followed the same format. The following is an example of one of

the failure scenarios:

A director fails at contest. Of the director's colleagues, 30% succeeded and

70% failed at this contest. In previous contest appearances this director has
succeeded 80% of the time. To what degree did the following factors
probably affect the outcome?

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause

Ability 3 2 1
Effort 3 2 1
Task Difficulty 3 2 1
Luck 3 2 1

Part Three

In this section, the subjects were asked to make judgements about their

own contest performance. These free-response items would later be classified

into the two-dimensional model of attribution theory. They were first pro-

vided with information from their district's most recent contest and were

asked to classify their outcome as a success or failure and provide their past
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history information. Originally, the subjects were also to provide their rating

as a part of item one. However, it was decided in the pilot study to delete that

step because averages of all six scores were being employed. A statement to

that effect was added to the instructions and the number of bands receiving

each rating was represented as a percentage in the table.

The table below represents this year's results for your district (the ratings
presented are an average of concert and sightreading scores). Given this
information, please fill in the blanks in item one. Base your responses on
your most recent contest appearance.

Rating Received: I II III IV V
Number of Bands: 14 12 9 8 0
Percentages: 33% 28% 21% 18% 0%

1. This year, I consider my contest results to be a . In my
success - failure

previous contest appearances I've succeeded % of the time.

The final section of the questionnaire allowed the subjects to list the reasons

for their success or failure at their most recent contest performance. After

pilot testing, the words "please print" were added to the following

instructions:

Please list the five most significant reasons (in order of importance from 1
to 5) that you feel contributed to your success or failure at your most recent
contest performance. You may choose from the list provided, or write in
descriptors such as "lack of" or "exceptional," depending on whether you
consider your last contest performance to be a success or failure. It is very
important that you identify whether the cause is attributed to yourself or
others, e.g., "lack of student rehearsal skills" or "my ability to choose
appropriate music". Please print.
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The subjects were provided space to write their responses and were given a

list of some possible causes.

Pilot Study

A pilot study was conducted two weeks prior to the first mailing. Five

high school band directors, from a district other than the one which was used

in the study, met in a discussion group setting and critiqued the questionnaire

item by item. Most items were found to be satisfactory. The changes that

were suggested, and subsequently incorporated into the questionnaire, have

already been discussed.

Main Study Population

The population was comprised of 48 junior high school band directors

in one district in Texas. This district was chosen because it encompassed in-

ner-city as well as suburban schools and in most respects, could be considered

typical of the other districts in the state. The test population also encom-

passed schools differing in size. Class C schools have student populations up

to 600 persons; whereas, CC schools range from 600 to 800 individuals, with

CCC schools containing upwards of 800 students. The study was limited to

junior high directors because they are essentially self-contained, and there-

fore, attributions involving variables such as feeder programs could, to an ex-

tent, be eliminated.

Of the 48 bands in the district, two did not participate in the contest.

Three of the bands which did participate were disqualified either in the con-

cert or sightreading portions of the event. This left 43 groups which com-
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pleted both sections of the contest. Of these 43 bands, one was from Class C,

twenty-six were from Class CC, and the remaining sixteen were Class CCC or-

ganizations.

Procedures

The University Interscholastic League Concert Sightreading Contest

began on April 9, and concluded on April 11. The first mailing of the

questionnaire was on April 26. This was done because several of the groups

were involved in other contests following U.I.L., and a two week "grace"

period was considered to be appropriate. Nineteen questionnaires were

returned by the time the second mailing was initiated on May 15. This

produced only three more responses. The remaining subjects were then

contacted by phone on June 6 and subsequently eleven more questionnaires

were returned. A total of 33 responses were collected which represented 76%

of the population. This was a very difficult time of year to ask band directors

to take time to respond to a survey, but given the nature of the study, and the

placement of contest in the school year, late April and early May are the most

appropriate times to investigate this issue. Many of those who were contacted

by phone indicated that they just had not had the time to complete the ques-

tionnaire. Although the time between the conclusion of U.I.L. contest and

the response to the questionnaire was not the same for all of the subjects,

there was no apparent difference in the subjects' responses.



CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSES

The data resulting from Part One of the questionnaire was largely

descriptive in nature. It was designed to assess the population's feelings

about various aspects of contest which could then be interpreted within the

framework of attribution theory. In addition, the investigator believed that

differences in the subjects' responses to these questions would yield

information concerning their achievement needs.

Attributional Characteristics of Contest

In order to define a successful contest rating, the population was asked

to draw a line which would separate "successful" from "unsuccessful" ratings.

For example, subjects which drew a line between the II and III perceived the

ratings of I and II as successful while the ratings of III, IV, and V were viewed

as unsuccessful. It was hoped the subjects would feel more at ease in making

attributions if they were allowed to define success/failure in their own terms.

As shown in Table 3, when one reads from left to right, 15.6% of the subjects

believed a I to be the only successful rating. Whereas, 62.5% of the population

felt that the ratings of I and II were successful. The next column represents

individuals who considered the ratings of I, II, and III to be successful and one

subject included all ratings as being successful.

51
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Table 3

Judgements of Successful vs. Unsuccessful Ratings

Rating: I II III IV V

Number of respondents: 5 20 6 0 1

Frequency of response: 15.6% 62.5% 18.8% 0% 3.1%

The four primary causal attributions of ability, effort, task difficulty,

and luck were believed to have some impact on the contest rating. The sub-

jects responded to statements designed to assess the magnitude of that impact.

It is not surprising that luck was viewed as having a lesser impact on contest

success/failure. Once a task is defined as skill related, attributions to luck

should diminish. Table 4 outlines the results for the causes of ability, effort,

and luck.

Task difficulty was divided into the three broad categories of student-

related factors, judge-related factors, and administrative/school policy factors

(each with its own degree of impact). One of the problems in dealing with

this issue is accounting for a wide variety of factors. These categories

encompass several different issues depending on the point of view of the

respondent. For example, the subject, when responding to the question

which addressed judge-related factors, may have been concerned with

inconsistency in evaluation, political favoritism, comparisons between bands,

or some combination of all of these issues. Student-related factors and
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Table 4

Ability, Effort, and Luck: Degrees of Impact

Ability/Skill:

Degree of impact: None Negligible Moderate Primary Completely

Importance Component Responsible

Frequency of response: 0% 0% 24.2% 72.7% 3%

Effort:

Degree of impact: None Negligible Moderate Primary Completely
Importance Component Responsible

Frequency of response: 0% 3% 27.3% 63.6% 6.1%

Luck:

Degree of impact: None Negligible Slight Definate Significant

Frequency of response: 12.1% 51.5% 24.4% 12.1% 0%

administrative/school policy factors are equally complex in their make-up.

The open response section of the questionnaire (Part Three) will deal with

specific issues and their impact on success/failure at contest. These items

were designed to assess an attitude or point of view given a broad category

which would allow each subject the latitude to define each factor in his or her

own terms. Table 5 details the results of these items.
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Table 5

Task Difficulty Factors: Degrees of Impact

Student-related factors:

Degree of impact: None Minimal Moderate Primary Completely
Importance Component Responsible

Frequency of response: 0% 3% 36.4% 60.6% 0%

Judge-related factors:

Degree of impact: None Minimal Moderate Primary Completely
Importance Component Responsible

Frequency of response: 0% 12.1% 33.3% 39.4% 15.2%

Administrative and school policy factors:

Degree of impact: None Minimal Moderate Primary Completely
Importance Component Responsible

Frequency of response: 0% 9.1% 36.4% 30.3% 24.2%

Attribution theory defines task difficulty as a stable dimension. The

difficulty of climbing a mountain depends on the height and terrain of the

mountain itself and is unlikely to change (barring a natural catastrophe).

However, taking a band to contest involves several aspects which change

over the course of time. Every year there will be a different panel of judges,

and the personnel of the band will change as students graduate or move, or

elect to pursue other academic subjects. The legislature, local school district,
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or even the school principal may initiate policies which could directly impact

the band program. Throughout these events the director is the constant

factor, and it was the director's view of stability that the scales presented in

Table 6 were designed to measure:

Table 6

Task Difficulty: Stability Scales

Student-related factors:

No change 1 2 3 4 5 Definately will change

Frequency of response: 27.3% 21.2% 27.3% 18.2% 6.1%

Judge-related factors:

No change 1 2 3 4 5 Definately will change

Frequency of response: 51.5% 30.3% 12.1% 6.1% 0%

Administrative and school policy factors:

No change 1 2 3 4 5 Definately will change

Frequency of response: 30.3% 36.4% 21.2% 9.1% 0%

The ideal number of other contests a director thought was appropriate

to participate in was intended to reveal their inclination to seek out achieve-

ment tasks. However, given the time it takes a junior high school band to

prepare a program for contest and the need at this grade level to teach funda-

mentals, this item probably revealed what the subjects felt was a practical
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number of contests other than U.I.L. a director should attend. Table 7

presents the results of this item.

Table 7

Ideal Number of Contests

Number of contests: One Two Three Four Five or more

Frequency of response: 54.5% 36.4% 3% 3% 3%

In characterizing the difficulty of obtaining a successful rating at

contest, the subjects revealed whether they felt success or failure yielded

information about themselves or the nature of the task. Attribution theory

maintains that over several trials, a task viewed as being of intermediate

difficulty will reveal information about the participant; whereas, a task

defined as being extremely easy or difficult will reveal information about the

nature of the task. The results of this item are detailed in Table 8.

The director's willingness to accept personal responsibility for his or

her band's rating was assessed. The affective reaction (pride or shame) one

feels with success or failure is contingent upon the extent to which the

individual feels responsible for the outcome. Table 9 outlines these results.

The subjects were asked to agree or disagree with a statement concern-

ing the choice of music for contest. The statement proposed that one should

choose the most challenging music possible regardless of how it might affect

the rating. The affective reaction mentioned above is augmented given suc-

cess at a difficult or challenging task. Consequently, the feeling of shame is
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Table 8

Degree of difficulty in Obtaining a Successful Rating

Degree of difficulty: Very
Easy

Easy Moderately Difficult Very Virtually
Difficult Difficult Impossible

Frequency of response: 0% 0% 28.2% 46.8% 25% 0%

Table 9

Willingness to Accept Personal Responsibility for Rating

Degree of responsibility: None Little Moderate Very Complete

Frequency of response: 0% 3% 24.2% 63.6% 9.1%

heightened when one fails at an easy task where the probability of success

should have been high. It is more likely that this item revealed that directors

are concerned with the contest outcome when choosing music for contest. It

is also reasonable to say that this issue is a source of debate since at least one-

third of the population remained neutral. Table 10 outlines these results.

Table 10

Music Choice vs. Contest Rating

Degree of agreement: Strongly Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly
Disagree Agree

Frequency of response: 30.3% 27.3% 30.3% 9.1% 3%
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A primary component of achievement motivation is the incentive

value of the goal. An individual's professional reputation and his or her job

security were thought to be factors which would indicate whether or not a

high rating at contest might be a compelling reason to succeed. Although the

professional reputation item probably reflected the subject's personal view,

the job security issue provided more information on the individual's

working environment (which would explain the differences in response).

The population's view of the importance of contest ratings to professional

reputation and job security are stated in Tables 11 and 12 respectively.

Table 11

Contest Rating's Impact on Professional ]Reputation

Importance to reputation:

Frequency of response:

None

0%

Little

0%

Table 12

Contest Rating's Impact on Job Security

Impact on job security:

Frequency of response:

None

15.2%

Little

45.5%

Moderate

21.9%

Very

40.6%

Extreme

37.5%

Moderate

24.2%

Definate

15.2%

Extreme

0%

jL 16 W N- % p % JL

m1

m
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The other primary component of achievement motivation is

expectancy. In order to ascertain the directors' future expectations of contest

performance, they were asked to predict their lowest future rating. Table 13

presents the results of this item.

Table 13

Expectancy of Future Contest Performance

Future ratings not lower than: I II III IV V

Frequency of response: 24.2% 45.5% 24.2% 6.1% 0%

Attributional Differences Among Demographic Groups

Factors which exhibited a diversity in response were further analyzed

to see if the variance could be related to demographic conditions. The

insuing t-tests were executed with the population divided into the groups and

independent variables which are outlined in Table 14. Career expectations

were to be included as an independent variable. However, the information

gathered by the questionnaire did not lend itself to making group distinctions.

Because of the use of independent samples with unequal variance, it

was necessary to test the homogeneity of variance by using the Fmax pro-

cedure. When estimating the t-vaue, if the variances could be considered

homogeneous, then the t-value was based on the pooled variance estimate.
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Table 14

Demographic Groupings for t-test Analysis

Independent Variable Group I Group II

School size CCC (n = 13) C and CC (n = 20)

School location Surburban (n = 22) Urban (n = 11)

Years in profession 12 yrs. or more (n = 15) 11 yrs. or less (n = 18)

Number of U.I.L. contests 12 or more (n = 12) 11 or less (n = 21)

Most recent contest outcome* Success (n = 24) Failure (n = 8)

Most recent contest rating I or II (n = 22) 1II or lower (n = 11)

* one missing case

If, however, the variances were not considered to be homogeneous, then t

was based on the separate variance estimate (Nie, Hull, Jenkins. Steinbremer,

& Beant, 1975). The results of this analysis in complete form are available in

Appendix B.

The problem of controlling Type I error when performing multiple t-

tests was dealt with by employing Bonferroni's inequality (Gabriel and

Galvin, 1978). This procedure adjusts the desired alpha level by dividing it by

the number of F tests to be performed. In order to maintain alpha = .05 in the

present study, each univariate F was judged at the alpha = .05/6 = .008 level.

Though this procedure does control Type I error at the specified level, it

results in very conservative confidence limits. A complete presentation of

Student's t-test appears in Appendix C.
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Based on these analyses, there were no significant effects for the

independent variables of size, years in the profession, number of contests, or

most recent rating (see Appendix D for a complete listing of group means).

However, school location produced main effects on the dependent variables

of difficulty and administrative factors. Suburban schools tended to view

contest as a moderately difficult task (mean = 2.36) more often than did their

urban counter-parts (mean = 2.95). In addition, schools in suburban locations

de-emphasized the impact of school policies (mean = 1.45) more than schools

in urban settings (mean = 2.72).

Outcome revealed main effects on the dependent variables of ability

and administrative/school policy factors. Subjects who characterized their

latest contest performance as a success, believed personal ability to be a major

factor in their rating (mean = 3.91) more often than subjects who believed

their performance was a failure (mean = 3.38). Successful individuals also

believed that administrative/school policies impacted their rating to a lesser

degree (mean = 2.62) than did unsuccessful subjects (mean = 1.50). Table 15

details these results.

Achievement Needs Data

It was hoped that the questions in Part One could be compiled to create

an independent variable representing the achievement needs of the popula-

tion. Unfortunately the questions, which were based on general aspects of

achievement motivation, did not discriminate among the achievement

needs of the subjects (some of the errors in measurement have already been

pointed out). Using Quick Cluster analysis revealed the cluster centers to be
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Table 15

Independent Variables Which ReachedSignificance

School Location (suburban compared to urban):

Dependent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Difficulty (of task) .001 30 .003*

Administrative Impact (on rating) .135 31 <.001*

Outcome of Most Recent Contest Performance (success or failure):

Dependent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Ability (impact on success/failure) -3.04 30 .005*

Administrative Impact (on rating) -3.41 30 .002*

* Note. Significant at alpha = .05 (adjusted using Bonferroni's inequality to alpha = .008)

at 39 and 47 with a standard deviation of 4.7. These results made grouping

the subjects according to low vs. high achievement needs impossible and

further investigation along those lines was abandoned. The "achievement

scores" resulting from this section created the distribution which is presented

in Table 16.

Summary of the attributional characteristics of contest.

Based on the consensus of opinion, several trends were evident.

Contest ratings of I and II were considered to be successful with the ratings of

III and lower viewed as unsuccessful.
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Table 16

Distribution of Achievement Needs Scores

Frequency Stem & Leaf

8 3 . 55677799

10 4 . 0011223334

10 4 . 5556666677

2 5.00

1 5.5

The internal attributes of ability and effort were considered to be at least

primary components of success/failure at contest, while the external attribute

of luck was viewed as having a negligible, or at best, slight impact on contest

achievement.

The task difficulty dimension was not as clear cut as were the dimen-

sions of ability, effort and luck. Student-related factors were considered to be a

primary component of contest performance with one-third of the subjects

believing this factor to be of only of moderate importance. The degree of

impact assigned to judge-related factors and administrative/school policy

factors was viewed from minimal to total. Most of the responses fell into the

moderate and primary component categories. All three factors were con-

sidered to be relatively stable. Judge-related factors was viewed as the most

stable, followed by administrative/school policy factors, and student factors.

Success at U.I.L. Concert/Sightreading Contest was considered to be a

difficult, but not impossible, task to accomplish. The population over-
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whelmingly agreed that no more than two other contests should be attempted

during an academic year, and most believed that contest music should be

chosen with the outcome in mind (one-third of the subjects were neutral).

The subjects accepted a high degree of personal responsibility for the

contest results and felt that the ratings were very important to their profes-

sional reputation. Very few believed that contest success or failure had any

impact on their job security. Expectations as to future contest ratings revealed

that most predicted ratings no lower than a II.

Directors who taught in suburban settings viewed contest as a task of

moderate difficulty and de-emphasized the impact of administrative/school

policies on their contest rating. Their urban counterparts tended to view the

difficulty of succeeding at contest in more extreme terms and believed

administrative/school policies impacted their rating to a greater degree.

Hypothetical Contest Situations: Antecedent Cues

This section dealt with the processing of specific cues and their

subsequent causal ascriptions. The shift in frequency of response between

hypothetical contest situations will indicate the causal trends. Each hypo-

thetical situation is presented with the frequency of response. There were two

missing cases in the first five scenarios and three missing cases in the final

three situations. The results were as follows:

The conditions of this failure scenario were that while the director failed,

70% of the other participants succeeded (low consensus). In addition, the
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director had succeeded in previous contests 80% of the time (high past history

of success). The subjects' responses were as follows:

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause

Ability 12.9% 38.7% 48.4%

Effort 12.9% 64.5% 22.6%

Task Difficulty 45.2% 41.9% 12.9%

Luck 6.5% 32.3% 61.3%

The conditions of this failure scenario were that while the director failed,

70% of the other participants also failed (high consensus). In addition, the

director had succeeded in previous contests only 20% of the time (low past

history of success). The subjects' responses were as follows:

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause

Ability 54.8% 45.2% 0%
Effort 51.6% 45.2% 3.2%
Task Difficulty 41.9% 58.1% 0%

Luck 0% 29.0% 71.0%

The conditions of this failure scenario were that while the director failed,

70% of the other participants succeeded (low consensus) in addition, the

director had succeeded in previous contests only 20% of the time (low past

history of success). The subjects' responses were as follows:

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause

Ability 38.7% 58.1% 3.2%
Effort 25.8% 67.7% 6.5%
Task Difficulty 41.9% 58.1% 0%
Luck 0% 35.5% 64.5%

The conditions of this failure scenario were that while the director failed,

70% of the other participants also failed (high consensus). In addition, the
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director had succeeded in previous contests 80% of the time (high past history

of success). The subjects' responses were as follows:

Ability
Effort
Task Difficulty
Luck

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause
19.4% 41.9% 37.8%
32.3% 54.8% 12.9%
29.0% 67.7% 3.2%
9.7% 35.5% 54.8%

The conditions of this success scenario were that while the director

succeeded, 70% of the other participants also succeeded (high consensus). In

addition, the director had succeeded in previous contests only 20% of the time

(low past history of success). The subjects' responses were as follows:

Ability
Effort
Task Difficulty
Luck

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause
12.9% 71.0% 16.1%
29.0% 64.5% 6.5%
29.0% 61.3% 9.7%
9.7% 41.9% 48.4%

The conditions of this success scenario were that while the director

succeeded, only 30% of the other participants also succeeded (low consensus).

In addition, the director had succeeded in previous contests 80% of the time

(high past history of success). The subjects' responses were as follows:

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause
Ability 66.7% 33.3% 0%
Effort 66.7% 33.3% 0%
Task Difficulty 33.3% 63.3% 3.3%
Luck 0% 30.0% 70.0%

The conditions of this success scenario were that while the director

succeeded, 70% of the other participants also succeeded (high consensus). In
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addition, the director had succeeded in previous contests 80% of the time

(high past history of success). The subjects' responses were as follows:

Ability
Effort
Task Difficulty
Luck

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause
60.0% 40.0% 0%
60.0% 40.0% 0%
30.0% 56.7% 13.3%
0% 30.0% 70.0%

The conditions of this success scenario were that while the director

succeeded, only 30% of the other participants also succeeded (low consensus).

In addition, the director had succeeded in previous contests only 20% of the

time (low past history of success). The subjects' responses were as follows:

Ability
Effort
Task Difficulty
Luck

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause
30.0% 63.3% 6.7%
46.7% 50.0% 3.3%
36.7% 60.0% 3.3%
23.3% 30.0% 46.7%

Summary of the hypothetical contest situations.

In failure conditions, the dominant attribution was to task difficulty.

In scenarios where past history of success was high, attributions to effort

increased while ability ascriptions slightly decreased. Conversely, low past

history of success gave rise to ability ascriptions. Although social consensus

information affected the distribution of causal ascriptions, the subjects still

viewed past history as the dominant cue. The ascriptions to luck were

negligible throughout the failure scenarios; however, attributions to luck

were highest when the level of past history was high.
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The success scenarios revealed an overall drop in the ascriptions to the

task difficulty dimension. Once again past history of success produced the

most obvious attributional shifts. In situations where past success was high,

the attributions to ability and effort were also prominent (task ascriptions

diminished). Scenarios which included a low past history condition gave rise

to luck attributions.

In general, it would appear that failure is more often attributed to task

difficulty while success is viewed as being dependent on ability and effort.

The population seemed more willing to make luck ascriptions in success

scenarios where past history was low. Although consensus information may

affect the distribution of causal ascriptions in success and failure scenarios, the

dominant cue seems to be past history of success. One interesting trend was

that as this section of the questionnaire progressed, the subjects appeared to

make more precise attributions given the scenario. It is a strong possibility

that the population improved with practice. Placing the failure scenarios first

may have had some effect on subsequent attributions.

Open Responses Concerning Success/Failure At Contest

Part Three of the questionnaire required the subjects to list (in order of

importance) the five most significant factors which contributed to their

success or failure at contest. This produced 160 statements which were then

classified by the investigator into 17 different categories according to content

(see Appendix E for a complete listing by category). These 17 categories were

further labeled within the two dimensional model of attribution theory (see
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figure 4). Thus, categories 1 through 8 were internal-stable, categories 9 and 10

were internal-unstable, categories 11 through 16 were external-stable, and

category 17 was labeled external-unstable. The broad internal dimension

would then cover the causes in categories 1 through 10 and the external

dimension would encompass the causes in categories 11 through 17.

Figure 4. Categorical listing of subjects' responses by attributional dimension.

INTERNAL EXTERNAL

1. ability to choose music
2. ability to motivate
3. rehearsal skills
4. musicianship
5. experience level
6. effective teaching of fundamentals
7. knowledge of pedagogy
8. discipline

11. private teaching
12. administrative policies
13. student factors
14. assistance from others
15. contest factors
16. enrollment

9. effort
10. extra rehearsals/performances 17.luck of the draw

The population, when viewed as a whole, cited external-stable causes

more often than any other dimension. This could be considered to be the task

difficulty dimension and is typified by conditions outside the directors'

immediate control. The second most prominent dimension was internal-

stable which is associated with ability.

STABLE

UNSTABLE

I
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In order to rank the individual causes as to their impact on success or

failure at contest, the investigator had to incorporate frequency of response

and rank order data. Causes which displayed a frequency of response of 9.4%

(three subjects responding) or higher were included for further analysis (see

Table 17). These factors were then assigned a numerical value depending on

their position in the causal hierarchy. For example, student factors appears

under every cause in table 16 and subsequently received 5 points for cause

one, 4 points for cause two, 3 points for cause three, 2 points for cause four,

and 1 point for cause five. Applying procedure to the other causal categories

revealed student factors to be the most prominent cause of success or failure

at contest, with the factors of ability to choose music, rehearsal skills, adminis-

trative/school policies, discipline, ability to motivate, private teaching, and

assistance from others following in descending order of importance.

The next step in analyzing this data was to classify the population based

upon their attributional characteristics. Each individual had listed five

reasons (in descending order of importance) for their success or failure at

contest. These reasons were either internal or external in nature. In order to

create a continuum in which the subjects would would be arranged by their

tendency towards internal attributions, each internal cause was assigned a

numerical value according to its position in the causal chain. Therefore, if a

subject's responses were all internal in nature, they received 5 points for

cause one, 4 points for cause two, 3 points for cause three, 2 points for cause

four, and 1 point for cause five. However, if one (or more) of their responses

was external, they received no points for that cause. This created a hierarchy

based on internal attributions in which the highest possible score was 15
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Table 17

Five Primary Causes of Success/Failure - Responses at Frequency of 9.4% or

Higher

Cause One:

Student factors - 25%

Rehearsal skills - 18.8%

Ability to choose music - 9.4%

Ability to motivate - 9.4%

Administrative policies - 9.4%

Cause Two:

Student factors - 34A%

Ability to choose music - 18.8%

Rehearsal skills - 9.4%

Discipline - 9.4%

Cause Three:

Rehearsal skills - 18.8%

Private teaching - 15.6%

Ability to choose music - 12.5%

Administrative policies - 12.5%

Student factors -12.5%

Cause Four:

Student factors - 34.4%

Discipline - 12.5%

Cause Five:

Ability to motivate - 21.9%

Ability to choose music - 12.5%

Student factors -12.5%

Private teaching - 9.4%

Assistance from others - 9.4%

and the lowest score possible was 0 ( see Appendix F for a complete chart of

these results).

Once this ordering had been completed, certain trends in ratings,

outcome, definition of success, past history of success, and expectancy were

evident. For example, those individuals who received a I at contest defined I

as being the only successful rating, and those who expected to receive nothing

lower than a I in the future were all in the score distribution between 10 and
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15. Conversely, the subjects who characterized their contest performance as a

failure were located between the scores of 0 and 7. Individuals receiving

ratings of III or lower placed below the score of 10 with only two exceptions.

Subjects in the upper section of the distribution (between 10 and 15) tended to

have a higher expectation of future success at contest and they defined a

successful rating as being no lower than a II. Individuals in the lower section

of the distribution (between 0 and 9) expected to have lower ratings in the

future and defined a successful rating as encompassing a III more often than

their more internally oriented counterparts.

No apparent connection was evident between the internal tendency of

the subject and the past history of success information. However, when past

history of success was high - the expectancy of successful future ratings was

also high. In cases where expectancy was high but past history was low, the

most recent outcome was successful - the individual received a I or II at

contest and characterized their performance as a success. Therefore it would

appear that expectancy is influenced by past history and the most recent

contest outcome.

Seven subjects were not consistent with the rating they defined as

successful and the evaluation of their contest outcome (success or failure). In

other words, some individuals said they failed, when, by their own definition

of a successful rating, they should have characterized their outcome as a

success. There were also individuals who claimed success, when their

definition of a successful rating should have prompted them to view their

outcome as a failure. It could be that a successful outcome is related more to

the band's actual performance than to a prescribed numerical rating. Or there
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could be a complex synthesis of the six contest ratings that was responsible for

the discrepancy. The subjects' ratings in this study were computed as a

straight numerical average. It is highly probable that subjects with borderline

ratings focus on the concert rating more than the rating received in sight-

reading. For purposes of evaluation in this study, the investigator used the

subjects' view of their outcome (success or failure).



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Thirty-three junior high school band directors responded to a question-

naire which was designed to investigate their attributions of success and

failure at U.I.L. Concert/Sightreading Contest. The study first examined the

attributional characteristics of the contest and several issues concerning

achievement motivation. Hypothetical contest scenarios gave the subjects an

opportunity to make attributions concerning the success (or failure) of a

director other than themselves in a contest environment. Finally, the

population was asked to list the five most important reasons for their success

or failure at contest.

Conclusions

The first research question sought to define the attributional and moti-

vational characteristics of contest. The items which related to question one

measured the personal view of each subject on several key issues in attribu-

tion theory and achievement motivation. These views were subsequently

combined to form a consensus of opinion which is presented in the following

paragraphs.

The majority of subjects viewed a successful overall rating at contest as

being a II or I. Only 18.8% (six subjects) were willing to include a rating of III

as successful.

74
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The subjects defined ability and effort (internal causes) as primary

components of success and failure at contest. It would appear that a multiple

necessary causal schemata is in operation, with the population believing that

ability and hard work are required to achieve a successful outcome. The locus

of control influences the affective response to achievement performance. In

this case, with ability and effort being internal in nature, the level of pride or

shame experienced upon outcome likely would be maximized.

Although the consensus of opinion was not as clear-cut on the impact

of student, judge, and administrative/school policy factors, these issues were

perceived to have a moderate to significant impact on contest outcome. Judge

and administrative/school policy factors were viewed as being stable over

time. Student-factors showed the most variability although the majority of

subjects believed this factor to be moderately stable to very stable in nature.

This dimension is considered outside the direct control of the individual.

Because of the relatively stable nature of this dimension, ascriptions to the

difficulty/ease of the task will affect expectancy of future success. Task

attributions will moderate the affective response to success and failure,

especially when the outcome is consistent with social norms.

Band directors indicated that luck had the least effect on success/failure

at contest, and this is not surprising given the dominance of ability and effort

attributions. Once a task is defined as skill-related, the influence of luck on

outcome may be viewed as negligible.

Obtaining a successful rating at contest was defined as a difficult, rather

than overly difficult or easy task to accomplish by the majority of the popula-

tion. Tasks of intermediate difficulty will, over trials, yield information about
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the abilities of the individual attempting the task; whereas, tasks of extreme

ease/difficulty give rise to information concerning the task. This may

indicate that the subjects view contest as an opportunity for self-evaluation

and are opting for internal attributions.

The reward value of an achievement-related goal corresponds to the

degree of perceived responsibility for the outcome. The pride one experiences

with success, or the shame one feels following a failure, is contingent upon

the extent to which a person believes himself responsible for the outcome.

The subjects accepted a great deal of personal responsibility for the contest

rating, which could account for the feelings of stress and pressure experienced

during contest season.

The population viewed the contest rating to be very important to

professional reputation. They also shared the expectancy that their future

ratings would be no lower than a II. With the primary components of

achievement motivation being expectancy and incentive value, it would

appear that a successful contest rating provides a strong motive to succeed.

Three questions in part one of the questionnaire failed to produce

results which could be interpreted within the attributional framework with a

high degree of confidence. As previously mentioned, the number of rating-

oriented contests (other than U.I.L.) that directors thought should be attended

in a year was no more than two, with most opting for one additional contest

appearance. This is probably the practical number of contests the subjects felt

was appropriate, and the individuals who chose only one additional contest

probably viewed that contest as a warm-up for U.I.L. The relationship of the

rating to an individual's job security most likely revealed information about
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the director's working environment rather than a general incentive value.

Most subjects felt their job security was not impacted by the rating. The

majority of the subjects felt that a director should choose their contest music

with the rating in mind. Without pursuing this line of inquiry further, it is

unclear what this response means., It could mean that directors balance the

value of a successful rating with the musical challenge put before their

groups, or that a director should be concerned with insuring that his students

gain a feeling of success, thus promoting a positive affect for music and

competition. It is clear that this issue is an important one (ability to choose

music was a primary reason for success/failure in the open response section).

However, this area needs to be explored in greater detail and defined in more

specific terms in order to gain a clear interpretation (one-third of the subjects

were neutral on this issue).

The second research question investigated the differences between

demographic groups and their attributional perspective of contest. The

factors of years of experience, number of contest appearances, school size,

career expectations, and most recent contest rating proved to be largely

inconsequential to the individual's attributional view of contest. However, it

was found that band directors in suburban settings viewed contest more as a

task of moderate difficulty and de-emphasized the impact of administrative

and school policies on their contest outcome. The independent variable of

outcome revealed that those subjects who characterized their performance as

a success believed personal ability was a major factor in their rating, while

administrative/school policies impacted their rating to a lesser degree. Both

of these results tend to indicate that these individuals view success as more of
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an internal issue that do their counterparts in urban settings and those who

felt they had failed at their last contest performance.

The third research question dealt with the achievement needs of the

population. The investigator hoped that the responses to the questions in

part one would generate an independent variable representing the achieve-

ment needs of the subjects. However, these questions failed to discriminate

between those low in achievement needs and those who were high in their

achievement strivings. It would appear that this area requires a measure-

ment tool specifically designed to assess the achievement needs of an

individual e.g., the Revised and Condensed Achievement Scale for Males

(Mehrabian, 1968).

Research question four proposed that subjects would vary their

attributions given specific cues. The hypothetical contest scenarios revealed

that task attributions were more important to outcome than was indicated in

Part One of the study. In general, failure was more often attributed to task

difficulty while success was perceived as being dependent on ability and effort.

Consistency between past and current performance gave rise to ability attribu-

tions while inconsistency between outcome and past performance gave rise to

task and luck attributions (although luck attributions were lower than all the

other ascriptions). These results coincide with the findings of Frieze and

Weiner (1971). The attributions to ability and effort support the multiple

necessary causal schemata evident in Part One of the questionnaire.

The fifth and sixth research questions investigated the subjects' causal

ascriptions toward their own contest performance and how these attributions

might differ from those made in the hypothetical scenarios. Once again, the
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external-stable dimension (task difficulty) was prominent in the responses of

the population. Student factors were by far the most often cited reason for

success/failure at contest. Private teaching, assistance from others, and

administrative policies were also prominent ascriptions within this

dimension. It would appear that environmental issues play an important

role in the ascriptions of the subjects as they evaluate their own performance.

This dimension is not only stable in nature, but is typified by causes which

are, to a great degree, outside the director's control. Ascriptions to this

dimension may moderate the affective response to success (or failure)

provided the outcome is mirrored in the performance of other participants

(high consensus). However, if one fails and perceives the environmental

conditions responsible for that failure to be adverse and stable, it may weaken

the individual's resolve to keep striving for success.

The causes which were most often cited within the internal-stable

dimension included the ability to choose music, rehearsal skills, and the

ability to motivate students. These causes are within the director's control. If

a director perceives a weakness in this area his or her performance could be

improved through learning new or more efficient skills. In essence, the

stability of this dimension will depend on the perception of the individual.

The process of learning also implies effort. One must extend oneself in order

to improve skills which are perceived as necessary for success. Attributions to

this dimension will magnify the affective response to success (or failure). In

addition, this area of causality allows for improvement which is within the

control of the director. If failure is encountered, and the causes are perceived
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to be internal, chances are the director will modify his or her approach

towards the task in order to insure future success.

There were significant trends evident once the population was ranked

according to the subject's tendency to cite internal attributions for success and

failure. Those individuals who were at the top of the internal continuum

perceived themselves as more successful, obtained higher ratings, expected to

be successful in the future, and confined the definition of successful ratings to

include a II or above. Subjects who ascribed their outcome to external causes

(lower range of the continuum) characterized their performance more often

as a failure, expected to receive lower ratings than their more internally

oriented colleagues, and included the rating of III in their definition of

success.

These trends support the findings of earlier studies (see Chapter 2) in

which subjects who were internally oriented were satisfied with their current

level of success and anticipated future successful outcomes. Conversely,

individuals who cited external attributions perceived failure and were

dissatisfied with their level of performance. Whereas the subjects ascribed

failure to internal and external causes in the hypothetical contest scenarios,

failure was ascribed more exclusively to external causes when evaluating

their own performance.

Discussion

The investigative procedure in this study progressed from establishing

a general attributional view of contest through more specific hypothetical
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situations and finally examined the subjects causal ascriptions towards their

own contest achievement. The population in this study characterized contest

as being a moderately difficult task. In addition, they accepted a great deal of

responsibility for the rating and believed that the rating impacted their

professional reputation to a great degree. Combine these views with the

perceived importance of ability and effort to the contest outcome and the

following traits are evident:

1. Contest provides an opportunity for self evaluation, and success (or
failure) over trials will yield information about the participant.

2. The reward value of a successful rating is high, and, with the

director accepting responsibility for the outcome, the affective
response towards success (or failure) will be magnified.

3. The subjects are opting for internal attributions and these

attributions will have an impact on the individual's self-
concept of ability.

This internal orientation is further evidenced in the population's view

of the impact of environmental issues on contest achievement. Student,

judge, and administrative/school policies were believed to influence

success/failure at contest to a lesser degree than ability and effort. However,

the increased importance of environmental issues became apparent in the

ascriptions made to task difficulty during the hypothetical contest scenarios in

Part Two of the questionnaire. Although ability and effort were favored

attributions in success and failure scenarios, task difficulty ascriptions also

reached high response levels (especially in failure conditions).

Further evidence of the impact of task related causes was evident in the

open response section of the survey. Student related issues accounted for
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nearly one-fourth of the reasons for success or failure at contest. Assistance

from others, private teaching, and the influence of administrative policies on

contest achievement were also prominent in the subjects' responses. It

would appear that external attributions increase as individuals assess their

own performance and that these task ascriptions are strongest in failure

conditions.

Individual differences in attributional orientation revealed the most

interesting trends. The subjects who were the most internal in their attribu-

tions perceived themselves as more successful, received higher overall

ratings, and had higher expectations of future success. Conversely, the sub-

jects making external attributions viewed their performance more often as a

failure, received lower ratings and, expected lower levels of future success.

The process of incorporating six ratings over two separate areas (concert

and sightreading) into one overall rating has already been mentioned. An

individual may receive all II's and one III, and yet view the entire perform-

ance as a failure. In addition, there may be those who view concert ratings as

being more important than ratings received in sightreading. It is also quite

possible that directors rationalize the ratings with various environmental

factors. For example, a director receives a rating lower than what he or she

would consider to be successful, but defines the performance as a success

based on the difficulty of the music performed and the fact that the members

of the band worked hard and were young players. This is an area which needs

further clarification.
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Implications For Teachers

The purpose of this study was not to show a cause and effect relation-

ship between internal attributions and high contest ratings. In fact, the focus

of this study takes place after the actual outcome has occurred. It is the

reaction of the director to the performance and the subsequent implications of

that reaction which were under investigation. Understanding the reasons

one gives for success and failure at contest may help the director modify his

or her approach to the contest experience in future attempts. In the same

manner that teachers would encourage students to make attributions

promoting continued effort and striving for success, the ascriptions that they

make when judging their own performance will affect not only their affective

response, but also their willingness to persist in the face of failure.

Attribution theory maintains that the reasons an individual gives for

success (or failure) at an achievement task will impact that person's behavior

as he or she approaches the same task in the future. Motivation is an integral

element of success in any achievement setting. As outlined earlier, internal

attributions will influence the emotional response one experiences after

success (or failure) while the stability of the cause will determine the individ-

uals expectancy of success in the future. Ultimately, individuals will deter-

mine for themselves if a cause is outside of their control and unchangeable.

These decisions will depend upon how far back one goes in the causal chain

and whether the perspective of the individual is the only viewpoint being

considered. It is hoped that an awareness of this theory and the kinds of

causes cited in this study will aid directors in monitoring their attributional
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responses and making ascriptions that will enhance their level of perform-

ance in the future.

Recommendations For Further Study

Several issues encompassed in this study will require further investiga-

tion. Foremost among these will be a refinement in the attributional

definition of the causes of success and failure. For example, the effects of

learning and experience are difficult to account for within the internal-stable

dimension of ability. Just as problematic is determining the extent to which

an external cause is outside the control of the participant. In other words,

once the ascription is made, some measure of its characteristics, e.g., locus of

control and stability, must be made from the perspective of the subject.

Controllability is a central issue in making attributional judgements, and a

scale which would measure the perceived control of the individual in

relation to the causes which impact their success or failure may be the next

logical step.

Numerous judgements were made when grouping the causes into

categories for examination. Further definition of the task dimension

involved with contest is necessary and the causes cited in the open response

section might provide a place to start. Ownership is once again an issue.

When a director cites "discipline" as a reason for success or failure, who is

ultimately responsible for this aspect of instruction? Some indication of the

extent to which teachers accept responsibility for the causes of success and

failure may help define the locus of control.
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Still unclear is the relationship between attribution, contest outcome,

and the choice of music for contest. The music a director chooses for contest

directly influences many aspects of the instructional environment. If this

choice is influenced by the director's attributional orientation and the possible

outcome at contest (as this study suggests) then this area is worthy of further

investigation.

The most limiting aspect of this study was the small size of the

population (n = 33). The narrow focus of the study allowed all the subjects to

share the same contest experience. Additional research should expand scope

of the investigation to see if the ascriptions made by this population are

indicative of more general attributional trends.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
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CONTEST QUESTIONNAIRE

For the entirety of this questionnaire, please consider the word "contest" to

refer specifically to U.I.L. Concert/Sightreading Contest.

Background Information:

1. Name:

2. Current position:

3. Number of years as a band director:

4. Total number of contest appearances as conductor:

5. Please check the statement(s) which best describe your current career

expectations (fill in blanks if necessary):

I expect to remain a public school band director my entire career.

After approximately . more years as a band director, I will

likely move on to another level or position in music education,

e.g., college position.
After approximately more years as a band director, I will

likely pursue an alternative position in education, e.g.,
administration.
After approximately -_more years as a band director, I will

likely seek a position outside the field of education.

I am currently planning to leave the profession as soon as a

viable alternative can be secured.

PART ONE: The purpose of this section is to gain insight into your

innermost thoughts/feelings towards contest. Please respond as candidly as

possible and base your answers on your personal experience. Your responses

and identity will be held in the strictest confidence.

1. Draw a line which separates what you would consider to be successful

ratings from those which you feel are unsuccessful.

1 II III IV V
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Questions 2 through 7 deal with factors which may contribute to success or

failure at contest.

2. Which statement best describes the degree to which success/failure at

contest depends on your ability as a band director?

A. my skill is completely responsible for the rating

B. my skill is a primary component of the rating

C. my skill is moderately important to the rating

D. my skill is a negligible factor in the rating

E. my skill has nothing to do with the rating

3. (a) Indicate the statement that best describes the degree to which your

success/failure at contest is dependent on student-related factors.

A. completely responsible for the rating

B. primary components of the rating

C. of moderate importance to the rating

D. have little impact on the rating
E. in no way affect the rating

(b) In the future, to what degree do you feel that student-related factors in

your situation are apt to change:

No change 1 2 3 4 5 Definitely will change

4. (a) Which statement best describes the impact of judge-related factors to

your success/failure at contest?

A. judge subjectivity is totally responsible for the rating

B. judge subjectivity is a primary component of the rating

C. judge subjectivity is of moderate importance to the rating

D. judge subjectivity has minimal impact on the rating

E. judge subjectivity in no way impacts the rating

(b) In the future, to what degree do you feel that judge-related factors

are apt to change:

No change 1 2 3 4 5 Definitely will change

5. (a) Indicate the statement that best describes the degree to which

administrative and school policy factors such as "no pass-no play"

affect your success/failure at contest.
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A. the rating is significantly affected by policy factors

B. the rating is definitely affected by policy factors

C. the rating is slightly affected by policy factors

D. the effect of policy factors on the rating is negligible

E. policy factors in no way affect the rating

(b) In the future, to what degree do you feel that administrative and

school policy-factors are apt to change:

No change 1 2 3 4 5 Definitely will change

6. Indicate the statement that best describes the degree to which luck and

chance impact your success/failure at contest.

A. significantly affect the rating
B. definitely affect the rating
C. slightly affect the rating
D. have little bearing on the rating
E. in no way affect the rating

7. Which statement best describes the relationship between the contest rating

and your expenditure of effort?

A. my effort expenditure is completely responsible for the rating

B. my effort expenditure is a primary component of the rating

C. my effort expenditure is moderately important to the rating

D. my effort expenditure is a negligible factor in the rating

E. my effort expenditure in no way affects the rating

8. Obtaining a successful rating at contest is ...

A. virtually impossible to accomplish
B. very difficult to accomplish
C. difficult to accomplish
D. moderately difficult to accomplish
E. easy to accomplish
F. very easy to accomplish

9. Ideally, the number of rating-oriented contests (other than U.I.L.) my top

performing group should attend in a year is:

A. one
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B. two
C. three
D. four
E. five or more

10. How important is the rating your band receives to your professional

reputation?

A. extremely important
B. very important
C. moderately important
D. of little importance
E. not at all important

11. Which statement do you feel best describes the impact of your contest

rating on your job security?

A. retaining my position depends entirely upon the rating

B. the rating definitely influences my administrator's decision to

retain me
C. the rating moderately influences my administrator's retention

decision
D. the rating has little effect on my administrator's decision to retain

me
E. the rating in no way affects my job security

12. To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement: "It

is best to pick the most challenging music possible for a contest

performance regardless of how it might affect the rating."

A. strongly agree
B. agree
C. neutral
D. disagree
E. strongly disagree

13. In the future, I expect my contest ratings to be no lower than:

A. I
B.II
C. III
D. IV
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E. V

14. After the contest, the statement which best describes the degree to which I

feel personally responsible for my band's rating is:

A. I feel completely responsible for the outcome

B. I feel very responsible for the outcome

C. I feel moderately responsible for the outcome

D. I feel little responsibility for the outcome
E. I am not at all responsible for the outcome

PART TWO: In each of the following hypothetical situations, imagine that a

band director (not yourself) has participated in U.I.L. Concert/Sightreading

Contest several times. You will be told how well the director did in previous

contest situations and how well his/her colleagues have faired. On his/her

very next contest appearance you will be told whether he/she succeeded or

failed. Using the information provided, decide how much of the result on

this latest contest outcome was due to how skillful (unskillful) he/she was,

how hard (little) the person tried, the ease (difficulty) of the task, and how

lucky (unlucky) he/she was. Each of these may or may not be a factor each

time. Consider each question as a separate situation where the director has

only the history specified on that question.

1. A director fails at contest. Of the director's colleagues, 30% succeeded and

70% failed at this contest. In previous contest appearances this director has

succeeded 80% of the time. To what degree did the following factors

probably affect the outcome?

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause

Ability 3 2 1

Effort 3 2 1

Task Difficulty 3 2 1

Luck 3 2 1

2. A director fails at contest. Of the director's colleagues, 70% succeeded and

30% failed at this contest. In previous contest appearances this director has

succeeded 20% of the time. To what degree did the following factors

probably affect the outcome?

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause

Ability 3 2 1

Effort 3 2 1
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Task Difficulty
Luck

3
3

2
2

1
1

3. A director fails at contest. Of the director's colleagues, 30% succeeded and
70% failed at this contest. In previous contest appearances this director has
succeeded 20% of the time. To what degree did the following factors
probably affect the outcome?

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause
Ability
Effort
Task Difficulty
Luck

3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2

1
I
1
I

4. A director fails at contest. Of the director's colleagues, 70% succeeded and
30% failed at this contest. In previous contest appearances this director has
succeeded 80% of the time. To what degree did the following factors
probably affect the outcome?

Ability
Effort
Task Difficulty
Luck

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause
3 2 1
3 2 1
3 2 1
3 2 1

5. A director succeeds at contest. Of the director's colleagues, 70% succeeded
and 30% failed at this contest. In previous contest appearances this
director has succeeded 20% of the time. To what degree did the following
factors probably affect the outcome?

Ability
Effort
Task Difficulty
Luck

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause
3 2 1
3 2 1
3 2 1
3 2 1

6. A director succeeds at contest. Of the director's colleagues, 30% succeeded
and 70% failed at this contest. In previous contest appearances this
director has succeeded 80% of the time. To what degree did the following
factors probably affect the outcome?
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Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not ACause

Ability 3 2 1

Effort 3 2 1

Task Difficulty 3 2 1

Luck 3 2 1

7. A director succeeds at contest. Of the director's colleagues, 70% succeeded

and 30% failed at this contest. In previous contest appearances this

director has succeeded 80% of the time. To what degree did the following

factors probably affect the outcome?

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause

Ability 3 2 1

Effort 3 2 1

Task Difficulty 3 2 1

Luck 3 2 1

8. A director succeeds at contest. Of the director's colleagues, 30% succeeded

and 70% failed at this contest. In previous contest appearances this

director has succeeded 20% of the time. To what degree did the following

factors probably affect the outcome?

Very Much A Cause Moderate Cause Not A Cause

Ability 3 2 1

Effort 3 2 1

Task Difficulty 3 2 1

Luck 3 2 1

PART THREE: The table below represents this year's results for your district

(the ratings presented are an average of concert and sightreading scores).

Given this information, please fill in the blanks in item one. Base your

responses on your most recent contest appearance.

Rating Received: I Ii III IV V

Number of Bands: 14 12 9 8 0

Percentages: 33% 28% 21% 18% 0%

1. This year, I consider my contest results to be a . In my
success - failure

previous contest appearances I've succeeded % of the time.
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Please list the five most significant reasons (in order of importance from 1 to

5) that you feel contributed to your success or failure at your most recent

contest performance. You may choose from the list provided, or write in

your own in the spaces below. Please strive to be specific, by adding descrip-

tors such as "lack of" or "exceptional," depending on whether you consider

your last contest performance to be a success or failure. It is very important

that you identify whether the cause is attributed to yourself or others, e.g.,

"lack of student rehearsal skills" or "my ability to choose appropriate music".

Please print:

1. ____

2.

3.

4.

5.

Some possible causes of contest outcome:

extra rehearsals

discipline

motivation

judge bias or fairness

fatigue

position in contest

rehearsal skills

concentration

knowledge of pedagogy

assistance from others

luck

time of performance

experience level

effort/practicing

recruitment

stress

parental support

nerves

choice of music

private teaching

no pass-no play

background of students

consistency in performance administrative support

sectionals

budget

musicianship
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The following tables present the pooled vs. separate variance choice for

the six demographic groups. Each independent variable is presented in the

table's title and the necessary information is outlined in the table over the

fourteen dependent variables.

Table B1

Number of Previous Contests

Dependent Variable F Value Probability Choice of Variance

Definition of success 2.21 .840 Separate

Impact of student factors on rating 1.84 .600 Separate

Seeks achievement tasks 2.06 .890 Pooled

Accepts personal responsibility 1.47 .767 Pooled

Rating's impact on professional reputation 2.30 .954 Pooled

Choice of contest music 1.45 .599 Separate

Impact of luck on rating 1.09 .324 Separate

Impact of judge factors on rating 1.06 .972 Pooled

Rating's impact on job security 1.14 .629 Pooled

Expectancy of future success 1.58 .125 Separate

Difficulty of task 2.57 .092 Separate

Impact of effort on rating 2.51 .862 Separate

Impact of ability on rating 1.75 .714 Separate

Administrative/school policy impact on rating 1.67 .128 Separate
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Table B2

Outcome - Subjects' View of Contest Performance as Success or Failure

Dependent Variable F

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

Value

2.72

2.78

2.74

1.74

2.20

1.79

1.12

1.01

1.87

1.67

1.78

1.29

1.61

1.19

Probability

.254

.102

.060

.602

.117

.583

.357

.827

.537

.074

.256

.085

.005

.002

Choice of Variance

Pooled

Pooled

Separate

Pooled

Separate

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Separate

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

0
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Table B3

Rating---Subjects Grouped by Most Recent Contest Rating

Dependent Variable

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

Value Probability

2.74 .089

2.17 .079

4.85 .123

2.85 .035

1.23 .733

1.16 .742

1.47 .370

1.09 .282

1.22 .606

2.58 .012

2.25 .028

3.08 .076

1.50 .040

2.20 .012

Choice of Variance

Pooled

Pooled

Separate

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Separate

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled
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Table B4

School Location - Subjects Grouped Suburban vs.Urban

Dependent Variable

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

Value Probability

2.74 .050

2.17 .048

7.28 .073

2.85 .084

1.02 .413

1.16 .742

1.24 1.00

1.36 .047

1.72 .898

1.69 .012

5.35 .003

2.68 .329

1.16 .227

2.51 < .001

Choice of Variance

Separate

Separate

Separate

Separate

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Separate

Pooled

Pooled

Separate

Separate

Separate

Separate
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Table B5

Size - Subjects Grouped by School Size

Dependent Variable

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

F Value

1.61

1.60

1.25

2.31

1.71

1.17

1.46

1.03

2.10

1.81

2.71

3.70

1.28

1.34

Probability Choice of Variance

.868 Pooled

.344 Pooled

.633 Pooled

.075 Pooled

.989 Pooled

.434 Pooled

.606 Pooled

.074 Pooled

.427 Pooled

.065 Pooled

.022 Pooled

.801 Pooled

.100 Pooled

.278 Pooled
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Table B6

Yearsin - Subjects Grouped by Years in Profession

Dependent Variable

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

F Value Probability Choice of Variance

3.29

1.53

3.94

1.54

1.04

1.23

1.42

1.70

1.19

1.31

1.20

1.50

1.26

1.53

..369

.825

.615

.336

.286

.777

.318

.091

.739

.463

.692

.960

.408

.386

Separate

Pooled

Separate

Pooled

Pooled

Pooled

Separate

Pooled

Pooled

Separate

Pooled

Pooled

Separate

Separate
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Table C1

Ability - Impact on Rating

Independent Variable

Number of contests

Outcome

Rating

School location

School size

Years in profession

t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

1.59

-3.41

-2.69

5.38

-1.10

.88

18.63

30

31

29.05

31

26.85

.128

.002

.012

<.001

.278

.386

Table C2

Administrative/School Policy - Impact on Rating

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests 1.59 18.63 .128

Outcome -3.41 30 .002

Rating -2.69 31 .012

School location 5.38 29.05 <.001

School size -1.10 31 .278

Years in profession .88 26.85 .386
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Table C3

Difficulty of Task

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests 1.74 28.87 .092

Outcome -1.16 29 .256

Rating -2.31 30 .028

School location 3.69 12 .003

School size -2.42 30 .022

Years in profession -.40 30 .692

Table C4

Effort - Impact on Rating

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests 1.74 28.87 .092

Outcome -1.16 29 .256

Rating -2.31 30 .028

School location 3.69 12 .003

School size -2.42 30 .022

Years in profession -.40 30 .692
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Table C5

Expectancy of Future Success

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests 1.74 28.87 .092

Outcome -1.16 29 .256

Rating -2.31 30 .028

School location 3.69 12 .003

School size -2.42 30 .022

Years in profession -.40 30 .692

Table C6

lob Security - Impact of Rating

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests .49 31 .629

Outcome .64 9.62 .537

Rating -.52 31 .606

School location .13 31 .898

School size -.81 31 .427

Years in profession -.34 31 .739
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Table C7

Judge Factors -- Impact on Rating

Independent Variable

Number of contests

Outcome

Rating

School location

School size

Years in profession

t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

.49

.64

-.52

.13

-.81

-.34

31

9.62

31

31

31

31

.629

.537

.606

.898

.427

.739

Table C8

Luck - Impact on Rating

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests

Outcome

Rating

School location

School size

Years in profession

.49

.64

-.52

.13

-.81

-.34

31

9.62

31

31

31

31

.629

.537

.606

.898

.427

.739

|
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Table C9

Music Choice - Influence of Possible Rating

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests .54 19.71 .599

Outcome -.56 30 .583

Rating -.33 31 .742

School location .33 31 .742

School size .79 31 .434

Years in profession .29 31 .777

Table C10

Professional Reputation - Impact of Rating

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests .54 19.71 .599

Outcome -.56 30 .583

Rating -.33 31 .742

School location .33 31 .742

School size .79 31 .434

Years in profession .29 31 .777
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Table C11

Responsibility Taken for Rating

Independent Variable

Number of contests

Outcome

Rating

School location

School size

Years in profession

t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

.54

-.56

-.33

.33

.79

.29

19.71

30

31

31

31

31

.599

.583

.742

.742

.434

.777

Table C12

Seeks Achievement Tasks - Number of Additional Contests

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests .14 31 .890

Outcome 2.15 8.77 .060

Rating 1.66 12.11 .123

School location -1.98 11.40 .073

School size -.48 31 .633

Years in profession .51 19.81 .615
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Table C13

Student Factors - Impact on Rating

Independent Variable

Number of contests

Outcome

Rating

School location

School size

Years in profession

t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

.14

2.15

1.66

-1.98

-.48

.51

31

8.77

12.11

11.40

31

19.81

.890

.060

.123

.073

.633

.615

Table C14

Success - Definition of Successful vs. Unsuccessful Ratings

Independent Variable t-value Degrees of Freedom Probability

Number of contests .14 31 .890

Outcome 2.15 8.77 .060

Rating 1.66 12.11 .123

School location -1.98 11.40 .073

School size -.48 31 .633

Years in profession .51 19.81 .615
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Table D1

Population Grouped According to Size

Group I = CCC schools, Group II= C and CC schools

Group I (n = 13) Group II (n = 20)

Dependent Variable Mean Standard Mean Standard
Deviation Deviation

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

3.85

2.31

1.54

3.54

4.15

2.46

3.54

2.08

2.23

3.54

2.54

3.69

3.62

2.08

.689

.480

.877

.776

.899

1.05

967

.862

.725

.967

.519

.855

.506

.862

3.89

2.50

1.70

3.95

4.16

2.15

3.70

2.65

2.50

4.10

2.89

3.75

3.90

2.45

.875

.607

.979

.510

.688

1.14

.801

.875

1.05

.718

.315

.444

.447

.999
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Table D2

Population Grouped According to School Location

Group I = suburban schools, Group II = urban schools

GroupI (n = 22) GrouplII(n =11)

Dependent Variable Mean Standard Mean Standard
Deviation Deviation

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

4.05

2.55

1.36

3.95

4.24

2.32

3.67

2.64

2.40

4.14

2.95

3.82

3.86

.865

.596

.492

.4.86

.768

1.09

.902

.902

.854

.710

.218

.501

.468

3.55

2.18

2.18

3.45

4.00

2.18

3.64

2.00

2.36

3.36

2.36

3.55

3.64

.522

1.33

.979

.820

.775

1.17

.809

.775

1.12

.924

.505

.820

.505

2.72 .827 1.45 .522
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Table D3

Population Grouped According to Years In Profession

Group I = 12 yrs. or more, Group II = 11 yrs. or less

GroupI (n =15) GrouplIIl(n = 18)

Dependent Variable Mean Standard Mean Standard
Deviation Deviation

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task.

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

4.00

2.40

1.73

3.67

4.00

2.33

3.80

2.13

2.33

4.00

2.71

3.73

3.87

2.46

.535

.632

1.22

.724

.756

1.18

.809

.743

.900

.926

.469

.704

.516

1.06

3.76

2.44

1.55

3.89

4.29

2.22

3.50

2.67

2.44

3.78

2.78

3.72

3.72

2.17

.970

.511

.616

.583

.772

1.06

.924

.970

.984

.808

.428

.575

.461

.857
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Table D4

Population Grouped According To Number of Previous U.I.L. Contests

Group I = 12 or more, Group II= 11 or less

Dependent Variable

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

Group I (n = 12)

Mean Standard
Deviation

3.92 .996

2.50 .674

1.67 1.16

3.83 .577

4.17 .577

2.42 1.24

3.83 .835

2.42 .900

2.50 .905

4.17 .718

2.91 .302

3.75 .452

3.83 .577

2.67 1.07

GrouplII(n =21)

Mean Standard
Deviation

3.85 .671

2.38 .498

1.62 .805

3.76 .700

4.15 .875

2.19 1.03

3.52 .873

2.43 .926

2.33 .966

3.71 .902

2.67 .483

3.71 .717

3.76 .436

2.10 .831
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Table D5

Population Grouped According to Outcome

Group I = Success, Group II= Failure*

Group I (n = 24) Group II (n =8)

Dependent Variable Mean Standard Mean Standard
Deviation Deviation

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

4.00

2.50

1.42

3.88

4.09

2.38

3.54

2.42

2.33

4.08

2.83

3.79

3.92

2.62

.853

.590

.717

.537

.793

1.01

.884

.929

.868

.717

.388

.588

.408

.824

3.63

2.13

2.38

3.75

4.50

2.13

3.88

2.50

2.63

3.50

2.63

3.38

3.38

1.50

.518

.354

1.19

.707

.535

1.36

.835

.926

1.19

.926

.518

.518

.518

.756

* Note. One missing case
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Table D6

Population Grouped According to Rating

Group I = I or II, Group II= III or lower

GroupI (n =22) GrouplIIl(n =11)

Dependent Variable Mean Standard Mean Standard
Deviation Deviation

Definition of success

Impact of student factors on rating

Seeks achievement tasks

Accepts personal responsibility

Rating's impact on professional reputation

Choice of contest music

Impact of luck on rating

Impact of judge factors on rating

Rating's impact on job security

Expectancy of future success

Difficulty of task

Impact of effort on rating

Impact of ability on rating

Administrative/school policy impact on rating

4.05

2.55

1.41

3.95

4.19

2.32

3.55

2.55

2.45

4.14

2.86

3.86

3.91

2.59

.865

.596

.590

.4.86

.750

1.09

.912

.912

.912

.640

.351

.468

.426

.959

3.55

2.18

2.09

3.45

4.09

2.18

3.82

2.18

2.27

3.36

2.50

3.45

3.55

1.73

.522

.405

1.30

.820

.831

1.17

.751

.874

1.01

1.03

.527

.820

.522

.647
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The following categories correspond to Figure 4 on page 67. The

numbers listed to the left of each cause represent the subject's i.d. number.

1. Ability to choose music: 18 responses

a. my ability to choose music 02, 03, 05, 06, 18

b. appropriate difficulty of music 08

c. my choice of music 09, 14, 17, 23, 24, 27

d. choice of music - challenge 19

e. picked music too difficult 20, 32

f. my choosing music that covered weaker sections and that my

students would enjoy playing 22

g. picking music that shows the strengths of my band 26, 29

2. Ability to motivate: 12 responses

a. my ability to keep students motivated 02

b. motivation 07, 14, 30, 33

c. my motivational skills 09

d. motivation - with our students, a must! 12

e. lack of teacher's ability to motivate students 13

f. level of expectation - challenge 19

g. my motivation of students (or lack thereof) 25

h. ability to motivate students in preparing contest music 29

i. director's expectations of student rehearsal time (both at school and

at home) 31
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3. Rehearsal skills: 17 responses

a. consistent attention to details (intonation) 02

b. rehearsal skills - proper instructions were taught 06

c. rehearsal skills 07, 14, 18, 27, 30, 33

d. lack of rehearsal skills (students and myself) 11

e. rehearsal skills (ears to make it better) 12

f. rehearsal skills - discipline - concentration 19

g. tone quality 19

h. my skill "pulled" these students to a II - the lazier they got, the harder

I fought back 21

i. raising their level of concentration 22

j. very good rehearsal skills 24

k. rehearsal skills - having a definite plan in rehearsals 29

1. director's ability to guide class to performance goals 31

4. Musicianship: 4 responses

a. musicianship 07, 27, 30

b. musicianship - ability to demonstrate specific styles 29

5. Experience level: 3 responses

a. director's prior experience (with directors of quality programs) 08

b. experience level is low for students and myself, so therefore,

musicianship 11

c. experience level 18
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6. Effective teaching of fundamentals: 6 responses

a. student ability to follow instructions (good fundamental teaching)

02

b. excellent student musicianship 03

c. having instilled appropriate work ethics 10

d. background training of students 17

e. previous good training 22

f. student backgrounds (as developed by director) 31

7. Knowledge of pedagogy: 4 responses

a. knowledge of pedagogy 07,17

b. lack of knowledge on woodwind pedagogy 11

c. knowledge of pedagogy-a must! 12

8. Discipline: 9 responses

a. discipline 05, 07, 14, 24, 27, 33

b. discipline (this must happen first) 12

c. discipline was enforced fairly 18

d. discipline and attitude 31

9. Effort: 1 response

a. exceptional dedication by the director to work hard even when the

students didn't seem to want to 28

10. Extra rehearsals /performances: 7 responses

a. sectionals - helped greatly in detail work 06

b. time available for sectionals (although inadequate team teaching) 08
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c. extra rehearsals - sectionals 12, 17

d. having section rehearsals 22

e. performing the pieces twice previous to contest 22

f. motivation and extra rehearsal 23

11. Private teaching: 13 responses

a. no students take private lessons 01

b. private teaching 05, 19, 30

c. musicianship - depth of quality in our program has improved-

private teaching has contributed to this factor 06

d. having a successfully applied lesson program 10

e. lack of private instruction program 13

f. very few students studying privately & no pass/no play 15

g. no students taking private lessons 16

h. assistance from others/private teaching 17

i. few students motivated to study privately 26

j. exceptional private teaching staff (40 - 50% of my band takes lessons)

28

k. excellent private teaching staff-most students have good fundamental

sounds 29

12. Administrative policies: 11 responses

a. no pass/no play (did not hurt much this year) 03

b. strong administrative support - helpful in scheduling of classes 08

c. having exemplary teaching environment 10

d. lack of student discipline & support from principal 11
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e. lack of proper equipment/budget/ administrative support 11

f. few students participating because of no pass/no play rule 16

g. too many students failed 20

h. can not move up seventh graders to fill in sections when necessary 20

i. no pass/no play & judge bias 23

j. no pass/no play 25

k. discipline (total school problem) 32

13. Student factors: 38 responses

a. poor musical background of students (lack of musical experience) 01,

09, 15, 16

b. lack of student effort/practice 01, 13, 25, 30, 32

c. student ability to accept disciplined rehearsals 02

d. good effort/practice 03, 23, 24, 33

e. good consistency in performance 03, 25

f. positive ability of students 05

g. exceptional consistency in performance/rehearsal 08

h. student non-attendance of sectionals 09

i. having excellent students 10

j. lack of student concern/motivation 13, 21

k. lack of student concentration 13

1. weak musicianship-many students have problems on instruments 15

m. lack of consistency in performance 15, 26, 32
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n. students not willing/able to put in necessary time that it takes to get a

top rating sound (ex: before/after school rehearsals due to transporta-

tion problems) 16

o. lack of students working on parts outside of rehearsal time 20

p. lack of effort/practicing-students were lazy 21

q. lack of consistency in performance-students did not think this was

important 21

r. students' concentration 24, 27

s. students' experience level 25, 32

t. poor student rehearsal skills 26

u. success of 100% of my band coming to sectionals and/or making them

up 28

v. student willingness to work with director toward goals 31

14. Assistance from others: 10 responses

a. no assistance from others in preparing for contest 01

b. assistance from others - opinions of others is helpful and comforting

06

c. having supportive parents 10

d. assistance from others 14, 18, 23, 33

e. no assistance from others 26

f. exceptional team teaching 28

g. support from all the high school directors (clinics, pre U.I.L. etc.) 28

15. Contest factors: 3 responses

a. choice of music (classed CCC, should be C) 15
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b. judges setting very high standards knowing that urban schools are

affected by adverse conditions 16

c. we competed CCC middle school for the first time - it was harder 21

16. Misc. factors: 1 response

a. small band program - low recruitment - lack of competition 01

17. Luck of the draw: 3 responses

a. position in contest 05

b. order of performance (contest officials) 09

c. following a band 3 times bigger than mine 20
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Table F1

Subjects Ranked by Internal Attributions

Subject Internal Average Outcome Lowest Successful Past History Expectancy
Number Score Rating Rating Of Success

07

12*

19

18

29

33

24*

14

22

17

31

02

27

05

06

08

15

15

14

14

13

12

12

12

11

11

11

11

11

10

10

10

II

III

I

II

I

II

Iv

II

I

I

I

I

I

II

I

I

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

Success

II

II

I

II

II

II

II

II

I

II

II

I

NA

II

I

I

99%

98%

95%

20%

100%

90%

90%

95%

80%

70%

90%

20%

75%

70%

100%

85%

I

I

I

II

II

II

III

II

II

III

II

I

I

II

II

I

(table continues)

* Note. Subjects not consistant between outcome and lowest successful rating

-J - --
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Subject Internal Average Outcome Lowest Successful Past History Expectancy

Number Score Rating Rating Of Success

23*

30

03*

11*

28

20*

32*

9

26

21

13

25

10

16

15

01

04

9

8

8

7

5

5

4

4

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

NA

IV

I

III

II

IV

III

III

IV

III

II

III

II

I

Iv

III

Iv

III

Success

Success

Success

Failure

Success

Failure

Failure

Failure

Success

Failure

Failure

Success

Success

Failure

Failure

Failure

NA

III

II

II

II

II

II

III

II

V

II

II

III

II

III

II

III

III

85%

75%

0%

0%

50%

50%

0%

80%

100%

90%

80%

75%

60%

18%

80%

50%

NA

II

II

III

II

I

II

III

I

II

III

III

III

II

III

II

Iv

NA

* Note. Subjects not consistant between outcome and lowest successful rating
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